
VYAKARANA MAHABHASYA OF PATANJALI 
ON PA~UNI 3.1 (AHNiKAS 1 TO 7) (6)* 

Stephen Peter THOMPSON 

37.1 ka1Jqviidibhyo yak 11311/2711 

kim arthal; kakaral; I gw;avrddhipraf$edharthal; I kiiztfti gw;a
vrddhiprat$edho yatha syat I naitad asti prayojanam I sarva
dhatukardhadhatukayor aizgasya gw;a ucyate dhatos ca vihital; 
pratyayal; se$a ardhadhatukasaf!l}fia labhate na cayaf!l dhato
vidhzyate I 

37.5 ka7J4avad'lni hi pratipadikani I 

Pii1Jini 3.1.27: The pratyaya yak acts after ka1J4u and the rest 
(scratching/itching). 

Bhii$ya: What is the purpose of the letter k? (The purpose is) for the 
prohibition of gulJ,a and vrddhi. So that the prohibition of gulJ,a and 
vrddhi should be applicable. This is not the purpose. GulJ,a is stated 
for ari aizga/base followed by a sarvadhatuka or an ardhadhatuka 
pratyaya, and the pratyaya (ordained after a dhatu) which is one of 
the remainder (of pratyayas other than those called tin (verb endings) 
or those having an indicatory s/Sit) receives the technical name 
ardhadhatuka and this (pratyaya yak) is not ordained after a dhatu, for 
ka1J4u and the rest are pratipadikas/crude bases. 

3 7. 6 ka1J4vadibhyo vavacanam I I 1 I I 

ka1J4vadibhyo veti vaktavyam II 

* The preceding parts of the present paper were published in Nagoya Studies in Indian Culture 
and Buddhism: Sambhii$ti, vols., 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27. In Dr. Thompson's Ph.D. dissertation 
critical notes are provided in chapter 6, but in the present paper those notes are inserted after the 
text and translation of the Mahabhti$ya on each Piil;).inisutra for the convenience of the reader. 
Accordingly, the present reproduction lacks an independent chapter providing those notes. 
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37.8 avacane hi nityapratyayatvam 11211 

akriyama7Je hi vavacane nitya/:z pratyayavidhi/:z prasajyeta II 
tatra ko do$a/:z I 

Viirttika 1: After kawJu and the rest, (yak) (acts) optionally. 

Bhii$ya: It should be stated that (yak) optionally acts after ka7J4u and 
the rest. 

Viirttika 2: For when (this option) is not stated, the pratyaya (yak) 
invariably/nitya must be applicable. 

Bhii$ya: For when the word va/optionally is produced (in the satra) 
the invariable pratyaya rule would be applicable. What fault is there 
(in that)? 

37.10 tatra dhatuvidhitukprati$edha/:z 11311 

tatra dhatuvidhes tu kasca prati$edho vaktavya/:z syatl kaTJ4vau 
ka7J4va/:zl aci snudhatubhruvarrz yvoriymiuvaitau ( 6.4. 77) ity 
uvaitadda/:z prasajyetal iha ca ka7J4va kaTJ4ve noitdhatvol:z 
(6.1.175) iti prati$edha/:z prasajyeta II yuk ca prati$eddhavya/:zl 
valgu/:z mantur iti I hrasvasya piti krti tukprapnoti II 

Viirttika 3: There (in the context of the siltra) is prohibition of tuk 
agama/augment and of the dhatu rule. 

Bhii$ya: There it should be said that there is prohibition of the dhatu 
rule and of the agama tuk (= t added to the final of what precedes). (If 
kaTJ4u has the name dhatu then the following examples) ka7J4v-au and 
ka7J4v-al:z uv-an adesa/substitute would be applicable (instead of the 
correct adda by iko yaTJ aci 6.1.77) by aci snu dhatu bhruvarrz yvor 
iyait uvaitau 6.4. 77 "In the presence of a pratyaya beginning with a 
vowel, in the place of the u, of the fifth class vikara7Ja snu, of the final 
short or long i or u of a dhatu and in the place of the a of bhra, iy-ait 

( = iy) for i or r and uv-ait ( = uv for u or a) are the add as". 
And here kaTJ4v-a (by the itching) and kaTJ4v-e (for the itch) 

would have been applicable to them. The prohibition of udatta for the 
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vibhakti pratyaya by non dhatvob 6.1.175 ("After the semi-vowel 
adesas of the udatta a (feminine pratyaya by un-utab" 4.1.66) or of 
the udatta final vowels of dhatus when preceded by a consonant, the 
bha!weak case endings beginning with a vowel do not take the 
udattalacute accent"), (would have been applicable if kaTJ4u had the 
name dhatu). 

And t-uk (agama!augment) is to be prohibited (in the case of) 
valgub "handsome, beautiful" and mantub "advice, fault, 
transgression" etc. (in the kaTJ4vadi gaTJa) tuk agama!augment obtains 
by hrasvasya piti krti tuk 6.1. 71 "T-uk is the agama for the final short 
vowel (of a dhatu) in the presence of krt pratyaya with an indicatory it 
p". 

37.15 hrasvayalopau ca 11411 

hrasvayalopau ca vaktavyau syatam I valgub mantur iti I kim 
artham idam na hrasva evayam antarangatvat I akrdyakara iti 
drrghatvam prapnoti II yalopab I yalopas ca vaktavyabl kaTJ4ub 
valgub mantur iti I kim artham idam na valftyeva siddham I 
valrty ucyate na catra valadim pasyamab I nanu ca kvibvaladibl 

Viirttika 4: And there is a short vowel (for kaTJ4a etc.) and lopa of the 
ya. 

Bhii$ya: It should he stated 'let there be a. short vowel (for kaTJ4u 
etc.) and lopa of ya (yak). (Short vowel thus) valgub, mantu/:l. 

What is the purpose of this (statement)? Is it not already short? 
Because of being antaranga, the letter ya ( = yak) being not a krt 
pratyaya, lengthening of the final vowel of the anga/stem obtains. 
(Therefore short must be stated.) Further, there is lopa elision of ya, 
and lopa elision of ya should be stated (as in the pratipadika forms) 
kaTJ4ub mantub and valgu/:l. What is the purpose of this? Is it not 
established (already) by the vowel rule that when val (pratyahara of 
all consonants except y) follows there is lopa of y (c.f. lopo vyor-vali 
6.1.66) "There is lopa elision of v andy in the presence of a val (any 
consonant except y)"? When val follows we do not see anything 
beginning with a val (but rather ya) lopa of y is stated. But surely kvip 
is beginning with a val? 
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37.19 kviblope krte valadyabhavan na prapnoti I idam iha sar(l
pradharyam I kviblopa/J kriyatar(l vali lopa iti kim atra kar
tavyam I paratvat kviblopa/J I nityal:z khalv api kviblopa/:z I 
krte 'pi yalope prapnoty akrte 'pi prapnoti I nityatvat paratvac 
ca kviblope krte valadyabhavan na prapnoti I evar(l tarhi 
pratyayalak$ar;ena bhavi$yati I van;asraye nasti pratyaya
lak$m:tam I I 

Because of the absence of a (form) beginning with a val (the sfltra) 
does not obtain. Here this should be deliberated upon whether there is 
to be effected kvip-lopa/elision or a lopa when val follows. What is to 
be done here? Because of the kvip (lopa) rule being subsequent (lopo 
vy-or vali 6.1.66) kvip lopa is elided. Kvip lopa is also indeed a 
nityalinvariable rule/operation. Even when ya lopa occurs (kvip lopa) 
obtains (and) when ya lopa has not been effected it (still) obtains, 
when kvip lopa has been effected. Because of being a nitya 
(invariable) rule and being subsequent, and because of the absence of 
initial val, (lopo vyor-vali 6.1.67) does not obtain. Well then by 
(pratyaya lope) pratyaya lak~ar;ar(l (1.1.62) "When lopa elision of a 
pratyaya has taken place the pratyaya still exerts its influence, and the 
operations dependent on it take place as if it were present manifestly", 
(the lopa) will still be applicable. (But) "When there is a grammatical 
operation, dependent upon letter (rules and causes/nimitta), there is no 
pratyaya lak~m:za". (Paribha~a 21) 

38.1 atha kriyama7Je 'pi vavacane yada yagantat kvip tadaite do~ab 
kasman na bhavantil naitebhyas tada kvib drak~yate I ki1J1 
kara7Jam I anyebhyo 'pi drsyate I (3.2.178) ity ucyate na 
caitebhyas tada kvibdrsyate I yathaiva tarhi kriyama7Je 
vavacane 'nyebhyo 'pi drsyata ity evam atra kvib na bhavaty 
evam akriyama7Je 'pi na bhavi~yati II avasyam etebhyas tada 
kvib e~itavyab I kir(l prayojanaml etani rapaTJi yatha syur iti II 

Now even when the va/optionally is expressed, when kvip (acts) after 
that ending in yak, then how can there not be these faults? Then, kvip 
will not be seen after these. What is the reason? Thus it is stated, 
anyebhyo 'pi drsyate 3.2.178 "The pratyaya kvip is seen after other 
dhatus also besides those previously mentioned, in the sense of the 
Agent having such a habit etc.", and so then kvip is not seen after 
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these. 
As in fact then, when the expression of va/optionality is effected, 

so here the siltra (anyebhyo'pi drsyate 3.2.178) is not applicable, so 
even (when the expression of va/optionality is not being effected), 
(kvip) will not be applicable. It is essential that the kvip be sought (i.e. 
approved) after these. What is the purpose? So that these forms 
(kaJJ4ul:z etc.) be possible (as valid forms). 

38.6 tat tarhi vavacanarrz kartavyam I na kartavyam I ubhayarrz 
kaJJ4vadzni dhatavas caiva pratipadikani ca I atas cobhayarrz 
ka(lqilyatzti kriyarrz kurva(le prayujyate 'sti me kaJJ4ilr iti 
vedanamatrasya sanidhye II apara aha I 

38.10 dhatuprakara(lad dhatu/:z kasya casafijanad api I aha 
cayamimarrz dzrgharrz manye dhatur vibha$itaf:z II 

Then that expression of va/optionally must be made? No, it does not 
have to be made. KaJJ4u and the rest are both dhatus and pratipadikas. 
And indeed they are both for the sake of usage. 'kaJJ4il-ya-ti', "He 
scratches" (yak) is applied when the verb is being formed; (and) 'asti 
me kaJJ4u/:z', "I have an itch/scratch"; when there is a mere sensation 
(of an itch). And others say in a Sloka Varttika: 

Sloka Viirttika: "(What ends in yak) is called dhatu because of (being 
in the sphere of) the dhatu adhikara/governing rule, and because of 
the (indicatory) k attached (to prevent gu(la and vrddhi). And he states 
this with long a (of kaJJ4il) "I think (these) dhatus are optionally 
designated". 

Notes on MahiiBha:ua on PiitJini 3.1.27 

Viirttika Summary 
Yak is stated as optional after km:uj,u etc. in the first; the second giving the 
reason because otherwise it would be nitya. The third, by stating that the 
dhatu rule and tuk augment do not apply, indicates how it cannot be 
invariable/nitya. The fourth states a further operation: shortening of the 
vowel and lopa of ya. 

Bhiif}ya Summary 
Pataiijali introduces the first varttika by showing the it k cannot be to 
prevent gu7Ja or vrddhi of a dhatu since these ka7Jqu etc. are pratipadikas. 
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So Va. I states they are also optionally called dhatus. On two he asks, 
what fault would there be in ya being nitya? He explains on the third, it 
would mean 6.4. 77 wrongly applying, as well as 6.1. 71. 

On the last varttika he says statement of short is because being 
antarmiga and not krt, otherwise lengthening applies. Lopa is stated 
because ya is outside the scope of 6.1.66. By 1.1.62 we expect pratyaya 
lak:}afla but Pari. 21 says nowhere is there a grammatical operation 
dependent on letters. Kvip by 3.2.178 is essential for the forms kaJJqil etc. 
However, va is not needed because kaJJqil etc. are both dhatus and 
pratipadikas. The first for kaJJqilyati etc. the latter for kaJJqul:z etc. 

Another view is kaJJqil etc. ending in yak are dhatus because of being 
within the sphere of the governing rule and because of it k (to prevent 
guJJa and vrddhi of a dhatu). The stating of kaJJqil with long a is a clue to 
dhatu being an optional designation. 

3.1.27 kaJJqvadibhyo yak 
"What is the purpose (of the letter kin yak)?" 

The mention of yak is to· show the twofold nature of kaJJqil and the rest 
(having the same dhatu as well as pratipadika the k has scope in 
preventing guJJa and vrddhi for them as dhatus by 1.1.5- Nage§a). 
37.3 k iti ca 1.1.5 "And that which otherwise would have caused guJJa or 
vrddhi does not do so when it has an indicatory kg or li." 
So kaJJqil does not take gu7Ja as otherwise it would by sarvadhatukardha
dhatukayol:z 7.3.84 "In the presence of sarvadhatuka or an ardhadhatuka 
pratyaya gu7Ja acts in place of an ik (i u r f) vowel final of an aliga. 
ardhadhatukarrt se:}a 3.4.114 "The remainder of the pratyayas other than 
tin (verbal endings) and those with an indicatory§ acting after a dhatu, are 
called sarvadhatuka pratyayas." 
kaJJqvadibhyo vavacanam iti I To show a purpose for the latter k he 
alludes to another matter. The meaning is 'when the kaJJqil and the rest are 
called pratipadika that should be stated as optional (otherwise) they are 
called dhatus.' 
tatra ko do:}a iti I What fault (in yak being nitya )? The sense is that kal)c.lU 
and the rest are established as valid (pratipadika) forms by kvip pratyaya 
even when the pratyaya yak is treated as nityalinvariable. 
Pradrpa: tatreti "There (in the satra) is prohibition of agama and the 
name dhatu." 
He says this in order to show that the desired form is not established as 
valid by means of kvip (alone). When the pratyaya kvip is ordained after 
the word kaJJqilya there is not the condition of being like the original, for 
the lopa in place of a, when uvali ade§a is to be effected (by 6.4.77). 
Udyota: 'kvau luptarrt na sthanivat' "When kvi follows the lup elision is 
not like the original." 
Pradrpa: kvilugupadatvacanparanirhrasakutve:}ilpasamkhyanam II Vao 2 
na padanta 1.1.58 "Because of the prohibition of sthanivatva when there 
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is luk kvip, penultimate vowel, can (aorist) or shortening of a vowel or a 
guttural substitute." Now then, even if because of lopa a of ya being 
treated like the original, sthanivat, there were uvaii, still atl:t will be 
effected in place of the v (by 6.4.19). When at/:t is to be effected by 
'having a v prior to an indicated vowel', there is absence of sthanivatva. 

Hence uvan agama is not applicable in place of at/:t and in that 
context uvan (wrongly) obtains after the word km:uja when two things 
made of gold follow. However by ol:t supi 6.4.83 "When sup/case pratyaya 
follows beginning with a vowel then the semivowel v is adesa for the final 
a of a stem containing more than one syllable, if it ends in a dhatu ending 
in a not preceded by a conjunct consonant forming part of the dhatu." So 
yan adesa is stated for that not preceded by a conjunct consonant. 

c.f. M. Bha on P. 1.1.58 Va 2 
1.153.5 kvau kim udaharanam I km:ujayater apratyaya/:t kaJJcjar iti I 
naitad asti I yalopavidhaYf1 na sthanivat I kaJJcjaya kvip 'anyebhyo 'pi 
drsyate' 3.2.178 veraprktasya 6.1.67 (lopa) upadese 1.3.2 halantyam 1.3.3 
lasakva 1.3.8 tasya lopa/:t 1.3.9 but kvibantad dhatutvaYJ1 na tyajanti 
yalopa "Dhatu nature is not rejected after kvip. There is 'y' elision " by 
lopo vyor vali 6.1.66 "There is lopa elision of v andy in the presence of 
(any consonant except y =)val." 

2.37.17 akrdyakara iti drrghatvaYf1 prapnoti I 
There is akrtsarvadhatukayor drrgha/:t 7.4.25 
"The long vowel acts in place of the final vowel of an anga in the 
presence of a pratyaya beginning with a ya and having an indicatory 
k or Ti when it is neither a krt not sarvadhatuka pratyaya." 

37.22 nityatvat paratvac ceti 
"(When kvip has been effected) because of being a nitya/invariable 
rule (and being para/subsequent)". 

Lopo vyor vali 6.1.66 does not obtain. This is stated 'having resorted to' 
the rule before veraprktasya 6.1.67 "(Lopa of the vi reduced to a single 
consonant)", namely lopo vyor vali so that when a val follows there is lopa 
of the v (if present). 

2.37.23 var(lasraya iti 
"When there is a grammatical operation dependent on letter (rules 
and causes) there is no pratyaya lak:>a(la (operational effect)." 

The resort to the letter rule 'lopo vyor vali' means lopa of v and y but not 
resort to the pratyaya (e.g. kvip). However, when the view expressing 
option/va is taken, due to non-production of yak (the form becomes 
established as desired). 

38.2 'naitebhya iti' I 
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"(Then kvip will) not (be seen) after these." 
The sense is, because of ordaining kvip in the sense of agent and because 
of the meaning of agent not being understood as (applicable to) km:uJa/:t. 

38.4 'avasyam iti' 

"It is essential (kvip be sought/approved after these)." 
The sense is, 'kvip' should be effected in the sense of abstract action/ 
bhave, because of (falling within the scope of the varttika 9). 

Va 9 'sarppadadibhyal) kvip' 3.3.108 After sampad etc. is kvip 

38.8 vedanctmatrasyeti I 
"(When there is) a mere sensation (of an itch) and (here) the word 
vedana is understood as having the form of a substantive (i.e. 
sensation or feeling) not something to be accomplished (e.g. making 
known)." 

c.f. '~Jyctsasrantho yuc' 3.3.107 va 1 
yucprakara7Je ghattivandividibhya upasarrzkhyanam I I 11 I 

See note on 3.1.18. In that context yak is applicable in the sense of its 
'vedana' feeling pain prakrti!base = svarthe only after dhatus within the 
sphere of the governing rule dhato/:t, but after pratipadikas. When su etc. 
(sup/case endings) arise, the forms ka7J4u/:t etc. become established as 
valid (as nouns). 

38.10 'kasya ceti' I 

"And because also of the indicatory k attached (to prevent gu7Ja and 
vrddhi)." 

The meaning is, that because of having the aim of prohibiting guiJa or 
depending on having the technical name ardhadhatuka, obstructing the 
ordaining of (the name) dhatu, and also because of the letter k produced, 
dhatu is known as ka~J{ja and the rest causing yak to issue forth ... 

38.11 'aha ceti' I 

"And he states (this with long a ... )." 
And from view of the reading as a final long vowel this nature of dhatu is 
determined. The meaning is that, when dhatu is invariable and yak is 
invariable, because of there being a non-krt letter y, the validity of 
lengthening is established by 7.4.25 and the reading of a long vowel would 
be pointless. 
anye dhatuvibhct(fita/:t I "Others think these dhatus are optionally so 
designated." 
vibhct(fitaguiJa and optionally takes gu7Ja. 
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38.12 kamer IJin 113/1/3011 

kim artho 'yarrz (lakaral; vrddhyarthal; I fiJJ itlti vrddhir yatha 
syat I kriyama(le 'pi vai (lakare vrddhir na prapnoti I kirrz 
kara(lam I kliiti ca (1.1.5) iti prati!;edhat I (lit kara(la- sam
arthyad bhavi!}yati II ata uttararrz pathati I 

Piil}ini 3.1.30: The pratyaya (lin acts after the dhatukam (to desire). 

Bhiifjya: What is the purpose of the letter JJ? For the purpose of 
(causing) vrddhi so that (by ata upadhayal; 7.2.116) (fiJJ it-i) "Vrddhi 
acts in the place of the penultimate short a of an aizga/base when in 
the presence of a pratyaya having an indicatory fi or IJ" and so that 
here there should be vrddhi (of kam). Even when the letter 1J 

(indicatory) is being produced, vrddhi does not obtain. What is the 
reason? Because of the prohibition "kiz-it-i ca" (1.1.5) "And that 
which otherwise would have caused gu(la or vrddhi does not do so 
when it has an indicatory k or iz. It will be applicable (here) by force 
of (specific) formation (of the pratyaya with an it iz). Therefore he 
reads as follows: 

38.16 JJilii (litkara(lasya savakasatvad vrddhiprati!;edhaprasaligal; 
IIlii 

JJiizi (litkara(larrz savakasam I ko 'vakasal; I samanyagraha
!Jtlrtho (lakaral; I kva samanyagraha(larthenarthal; I (leraniti 
(6.4.51) iti I (liizi (litkara(lasya savakasatvad vrddhel; prati
!}edhal; prapnoti II izitkara(lam api tarhi savakasam I 
ko 'vakasal; I samanyagraha(lavidhatartho izakaral; I kva 
samanyagraha(lavidhatarthenarthal; I atraiva I 

V iirttika 1: In respect of the presence of (liiz (pratyaya) there is 
occasion for the prohibition of vrddhi because of the producing of the 
indicatory 1J (of (liiz) having scope of application elsewhere. 

Bhiifjya: In respect of (liiz pratyaya the indicatory 1J (of (liiz) has scope 
of application elsewhere. What scope of application has it? The letter 
1J is for the purpose of inclusion of (liiz in a general (group of 
pratyayas). Where is the purpose of 'including it with a general 
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(group of pratyayas)' served? (In the sutra) fler-an-it-i 6.4.51 "Lopa 
acts in place of the i of the pratyaya JJin (the 7J and n which are both 
indicatory/ it) in the presence of an ardhadhatuka pratyaya i.e. other 
than a tin or a sit pratyaya (ardhadhatukam SC$a/:1.3.4.114)". Because 
of their being scope of application for the indicatory 7J in JJin produced 
(here), prohibition of vrddhi obtains. Then the producing of indicatory 
n also has scope of application elsewhere. The letter n is not for 
preventing the application of the general reference to (n). Where is 
purpose of it not preventing the application of the general reference 
served? Just here (viz. fleraniti 6.4.51). 

38.20 sakyo 'tra samanyagrahafltlvidhatartho 'nyo 'nubandha asank
tum I tatra nakaranurodhad. vrddhiprati$edha/:l prapnoti I 
avasyam atratmanepadartho nakaro 'nubandha asanktavyo 
nita ity atmanepadam yatha syat I evam apy ubhayo/:1. sava
kasayo/:1. prati$edhabalryastvat prati$edha/:l prapnoti I evam 
tarhy acaryapravrttir jfiapayati na kamer vrddhiprati$edho 
bhavatrti 

38.25 yad ayam na kamyamicamam iti mitsamjfiaya/:1. prati$edham 
sasti I 

Here it is possible to attach another anubandha (indicatory letter) for 
not preventing the application of the general reference (n). Therefore 
because of the (specific) reference to the letter n, prohibition of vrddhi 
obtains. It is essential here that the letter n be attached as anubandha 
for the purpose of atmanepada (pratyayas) so that having an it n there 
should be atmanepada. Then also, when both these have scope of 
application elsewhere, because of prohibition being stronger, 
prohibition obtains. Well then the master's usage makes known that 
there is no prohibition of vrddhi. Since (the ga7Ja sutra in the dhatu 
patha) teaches prohibition of the technical name m-it by stating the 
rule mit safijfia, prohibition is not applicable for kam-i (am and cam 
dhatus in the bhvadi gafla) "na kamyamicam". 

39.1 mitprati$edhasya carthavatvat 11211 

mitprati$edhasya carthavatvat prati$edha/:l prapnoti I artha
van mitprati$edha/:l ko 'rtha/:1. I JJinantasya JJici ya vrddhis tasya 
hrasvatvam ma bhad iti I nanv etasya api kniti ceti prati-
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$edhena bhavatavyaml na bhavitavyam I uktam etat kniti 
prati$edhe tan nimittagrahaJJam iti II 

Viirttika 2: And (there is prohibition of vrddhi) because of m-it 
prohibition having a purpose (elsewhere). 

Bhii:jya: And because of m-it prohibition having purpose (elsewhere), 
prohibition of vrddhi obtains. Prohibition of m-it has a purpose 
(elsewhere). What is the purpose? So that the vrddhi (which acts on 
the penultimate short a of an aliga/base) ending in the pratyaya TJili 
when TJic follows, should not become a short vowel. (c.f. 'hetu-mati 
ca' 3.1.26). (TJic) 'ata upadhayal:z' 7.2.116 (vrddhi, ii-TJ-it-i) 'mitam 
hrasvah' 6.4.92. "The dhatus having an indicatory m (800-873 ofthe 
bhvadigaJJa) retain their penultimate short vowel before the causative 

., 
!Jl . 

Surely even for this the prohibition kn-it-i-ca (1.1.15) ("And that 
which otherwise would have caused gu!Ja or vrddhi does not do so, 
when it has an indicatory k, g or n") should be applicable. It should 
not he applicable. This has been stated (in Va. 1 and 2 of 1.1.5), 
"When there is prohibition of (gu!Ja or vrddhi) when that having 
anubandha k, g or 1i follows, specific mention of nimittalcause 
(should be made)". 

39.5 evam tarhi na TJiliantasya TJici ya vrddhis tasya hrasvatvam 
prapnoti I kim kara!Jaml TJilia vyavahitatvat I lope krte nasti 
vyavadhanam I sthanivad bhavad vyavadhanam eva II TJiliy eva 
tarhi ma bhad iti I TJilii ca na prapnotil kim kara!Jam I asiddham 
bahirangalak$aTJam antarangalak$a!Ja iti II naiva va punar 
TJiliantasya TJici vrddhi/:z prapnoti I kim karaJJam I 

Well then short for that vrddhi acting in place of (the short a of that 
anga) ending in the pratyaya TJiC when TJiC follOWS, (by mitam hrasva/:z 
6.4.92) does not obtain. What is the reason? Because of being 
separated by (the presence of) TJili pratyaya, when lopa is effected (by 
!Jeraniti 6.4.51), there is no intervention. Because of the substitute/ 
adesa being like the original/ sthanivat, there is no intervention. Then 
when TJic alone follows it should not be applicable. And when TJili 
follows it does not obtain. What is the reason? asiddham bahir
angalak$anam antarangalak$ane "That which IS bahiranga 
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(expecting more conditions or operations) is (regarded as) not having 
taken effect (or as not existing). When that which is antar-aitga (inner, 
expecting less conditions) is to take effect". (Pari. 50) Nor indeed 
again does vrddhi obtain when flic follows for that which ends in the 
pratyaya 1J,iit. What is the reason? 

39.9 1J,iita vyavahitatvat I lope krte nasti vyavadhanam I sthanivad 
bhavad vyavadhanam eva II ida111 tarhi prayojana111 yat tac 
ciflflamulor dzrgho 'nyatarasyam ( 6.4.93) iti dzrghatva111 
tatkamer 1J,iiti ma bhad iti I ki111 puna]; kara7Ja71l tatra 
dzrgo 'nyatarasyam ity ucyate na hrasvo'nyatarasyam ity 
evocyeta I 

Because of the intervention by 1J,iit when lopa elision is effected there 
is no intervention. In fact because of lopa elision being 'sthanivat' 
(like the original), by (sthanivat adesal;) "acal; parasmin parva
vidhau" (1.1.57), "A substitute!adesa in the place of a vowel caused 
by something which follows, should be regarded as that whose place it 
takes when a rule would otherwise take effect on what stands prior to 
the original vowel", there is intervention. 

This then is the purpose (of prohibition) that the lengthening 
which is taught by (the satra) cin-7Jamulo dzrgho 'nyatarasyam 
6.4.93; "Optionally a long vowel acts in place of the penultimate of 
the causative of m-it dhatus before pratyaya cifl (prathama puru$al 
third person singular of passive aorist) and before the pratyaya 7Jamul 
(absolutive)", should not be applicable here for (the a of) kam (to 
desire) when 1J,iit pratyaya follows. But again, what is the reason why 
there (in the satras) lengthening optionally ... is stated and shortening 
optionally is not stated? 

39.12 yathaprapta111 capi kamer hrasvatvam eva I tartayam apy artho 
hrasvagraha7Ja7Jl na kartavya111 bhavati prakrtam anuvartate I 
kva prakrtam I mita111 hrasval; (92) iti I ka rapasiddhil; asami 
asami sama111 samam sama111 samam I 

39.15 vrddhya siddham I na sidhyati I nodattopaddasya manta
syanacamel; (7.3 .34) iti vrddhiprati$edhal; prapnoti I ciflkrtol; 
sa prati$edho na 1J,ici II 

And also in conformity with a previous rule (i.e. regularity) there is in 
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fact a short vowel (ordained) for kam-i (by mitaf(l hrasval; 6.4.92). 
There also this is the meaning, that mention of the word hrasva need 
not be made (because) the original (word hrasva) follows on (by 
anuvrtti from a previous satra). Where is the original hrasva? (In the 
sutra) mitaf(l hrasval; 6.4.92 ("Dhatus having an indicatory m retain 
their penultimate short vowel before the causative TJi"). What form is 
ordained? For example a-sam-i or a-sam-i "He was caused to be 
quiet". samam samam or samam samam "having often become quiet". 
It can be obtained by vrddhi (i.e. lengthening). It is not obtained. 
The prohibition of vrddhi obtains (by the sutra) nodattopaddasya 
mantasyanacamel; 7.3.34 ("Vrddhi is not addalsubstitute for the 
vowel of that dhatu which ends in m (e.g. kam) and is udatta acute 
accented (in the dhatu patha) in the presence of the aorist pratyaya cilJ 
or a krt pratyaya with an indicatory fi or 7J but not in the case of the 
dhatu cam after upasarga a"). (This is not a fault). That prohibition of 
vrddhi is before cilJ or krt with it fi or lJ, not when TJic (causative 
pratyaya) follows. 

39.17 idaf(l tarhi I ajani ajani janaf(l janaf(l janaf(l janam I 
janivadhyos ca ( 35) iti vrddhi prati$edhal; prapnoti I so 'pi 
ciTJkrtor eva II 7Jijvyavahite$U tarhi ymilope copasaf(lkhyanaf(l 
kartavyaYJZ syat I samayantaYJZ prayojitavan asami asami samaf!Z 
samam samaf!Z samam I sarhsamayatel; asaf(lsami asaf(lsami 
saf(lsamaf!Z saf(lsamam saf(lsamaf!Z saf(lsamam I kiYJZ punal; 
kara7Jaf!Z na siddhayati I ci7J7Jamulpare 7Jau mitammiganaf(l 
hrasvo bhavatfty ucyate yascatra 7Jisci7J7Jamulparo na tasmin 
midmigaYJZ yasmifis ca midmigaf!Z nasau 7Jisci7J7Jamulparal; I 

This then (is the reason). (The examples are) ajani or ajani "He was 
begotten", janaf(l janam or janaf(l janam "having often been born". 
Prohibition of vrddhi obtains (by the sutra) jani vadhyosca 7.3.35 
("Vrddhi is not the addalsubstitute for the vowels of the dhatus jan-i 
and vadh-i before the passive aorist sign cilJ pratyaya and krt 
pratyayas with indicatory fi or 7J"). That also (applies) only when cilJ 
or krt (pratyayas) follow. There should be made additional 
enumeration when (several) TJic (i.e. the causative of causatives) 
intervene then, and when yali lopa (intensive) has occured. 
samayantaYJZ prayojitavan i.e. asam-i or asam-i "He compelled the 
one causing quietness" and samaf(l samam or samaf(l samam "having 
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compelled the one causing quietness again and again". From (the 
intensive) samsamayati samsami or asamsami "He entirely caused the 
one causing to be [made] appeased or extinguished". (The absolutive) 
samsamaY(l samsamam or samsamaY(l samsamam "having again and 
again caused the causer to be entirely [made] appeased". 

But what is the reason hrasva is not valid/effective? When there is 
JJi (causative) with ci!J or !Jamul following, it is stated there is 
applicable a short vowel for those aizgas (i.e. dhatus become bases). 
And that which is here (an miga) ending in the causative pratyaya JJi 
with cifl or !Jamul following, at that time is not an anga having an it 
m/mit; and when there is (present) an mig a (base) which is mit, then 
that is not one which ends in JJi with cifl or !Jamul following. 

39.22 JJilope tarhi krte ciJJJJamulparal:t I sthanivad bhavan na ciJJJJa
mulparal:t II atha drrgho 'nyatarasyam ity ucyamane yavata 
sthanivad bhaval:t katham evaitat sidhyati I etad idanrm 
drrghagrahaflasya pratojaflarrt drrghavidhirrt pratyajaddo na 

39.25 sthanivad iti stanivadbhavaprati~edhal:t siddho bhavati II yada 
khalv apy ayadaya ardhadhatuke va bhavanti tada JJici JJiiz 
nasti tadartharrt ca mitprati~edhal:t syat II tasmat prati~edhal:t 
prapnoti II 

Then, when lopa elision of JJi has been effected (by !Jer-aniti 6.4.51) 
then cifl or !Jamul (remain) following (the aizga). Because the 
adesa/substitute (here lopa) is regarded as the original!sthanivat or ci!J 
or !Jamul do not follow (immediately) after (the aizga). 

Now when it is being stated "long/drrgha optionally" in so far as 
there is the condition of sthanivattva (the adda lopa being regarded 
as like the JJi it replaces), how in fact (can) this be valid? Now this is 
the purpose of mentioning "Iong/drrgha" (by satra na-padanta etc. 
1.1.58); in relation to a "lengthening rule (the long vowel) substitute is 
not sthanivatllike the original it replaces". Thus (by that rule) the 
prohibition of sthanivattva is established as valid. Even when indeed, 
by the satra ayadaya ardhadhatuke va 3.1.31 ("The pratyaya aya and 
the rest viz. ryan and JJiiz are optionally added, when it is desired to 
express oneself with an ardhadhatuka pratyaya"), are applicable then 
when JJic follows, there is not JJiiz, and for that reason there should be 
prohibition of (the technical name) mit (for kam etc.). Therefore the 
prohibition obtains. 
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40.1 uktalfl va 11311 

kim uktam I taddhitakamyor ikprakarm;ad iti II 

Viirttika 3: Or it was (in fact) stated (previously). 

Bhii~ya: What was stated? "Because of the context being ik (i, u, r, l 
vowels only), (gw;a and vrddhi prohibition is not applicable by kliiti 
ca 1.1.5) for taddhita pratyayas (in the sutra taddhitesvacamadeb 
7.2.117) and for kam (dhatu by ata upadhayab 7.2.116)" i.e. 1.1.5 
Varttika 4: taddhita kamyor ik prakarm;at. 

Notes on MahiiBhiiljya on Pii1;1ini 3.1.30 

Viirttika Summary 
The first varttika points out the possibility of prohibition of vrddhi by 
virtue of it li because it li has scope elsewhere. Moreover, the second states, 
prohibition of it li (which prevents vrddhi), also has scope elsewhere. The 
third gives the solution as having already been stated, namely there is no ik 

vowel whose vrddhi could be prohibited. 

Bhiiljya Summary 
The introduction simply explains the function of it li is to cause vrddhi of 
a, by 7.2.116, but it appears that is barred by it li 1.1.5. Explaining the first 
varttika, Pataiijali specifies the scope of TJi at 6.4.51 but he says it li also 
has scope in that satra to prevent non-application of general mention. 
Because this could be achieved by another it letter and because the other 
function of indication atmanepada is weaker, then prohibition still obtains. 
However, the ga!Ja satra makes known by implication that there is no 
prohibition of vrddhi. 

On the second varttika Pataiijali explains where the scope for 
prohibition of mit is namely 6.4.92. As no specific mention of nimitta is 
made, 1.1.5 does not annul this, However, shortening does not obtain by 
6.4.92, because of sthanivat-lopa TJi intervening. For the same reason 
vrddhi does not obtain. Another reason for the prohibition is cited to 
prevent lengthening by 6.4.93 ... Prohibition of vrddhi does not in fact 
apply by 7.3.34 when TJic follows. Nor is the reason 7.3.36, since that also 
applies only when ci!J or krts follow. Nor is it relevant to the causative of 
the causative, for when that ending in TJit has ci!J or !Jamul following, the 
aliga is not mit and vice versa. Finally prohibition of a long vowel adesa is 
made by 1.1.58, so that not intervening, ci!J follows. When TJili is not 
applied by 3 .1.31 and TJic follows, then prohibition of mit obtains. 
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Finally Pataiijali explains what is implied by the third varttika 

namely a reference to va. 4 on 1.1.5, because of the context being ik, 
vrddhi cannot apply to kam and hence prohibition is not possible. 

2.38.22 'liiti iti atmanepada!Jl' I (anudattaliita iltmanepadam 1.3.12) 
"After a dhatu having an indicatory anudatta vowel or an indicatory 
lithe pratyayas are iltmanepada." 

2.38.33 'kamer JJili' I 'prati$edhabalzyastvad iti' I 
(When both these have scope of application elsewhere) because of 
prohibition being stronger (prohibition obtains). 

pari 112 ni$edasc balzya1]1sa/:t 
Kaiyata: The pre-eminence of the strength of the prohibition is because of 
the prohibition's nature of barring (even antaraliga) rules due to its 
apavada nature. 

2.39.2 hrasvatvam II mitil!Jl hrasva 6.4.92 

2 .39.4 kliiti prati$edhe tan nimittagraha7Jam 1.1.5 Va 0 1 

2.39.5 JJiliantasyeti I 
" ... short for the vrddhi acting in place of (short a of an aliga) ending 
in the pratyaya JJiC (when JJic follows)." 

!jic applies for one directing, or causing the one desiring (or causing 
anyone to love (cf. '8tussamhara' )). 

2.39.6 lope krte I 'JJeraniti' 6.4.51 
"when lopa is effected (by JJer aJJiti 6.4.51)" 
The meaning should be prohibition of mit, so that there is no jiiapaka 
(implied rule) from vrddhi caused by JJic. 

2 .39. 7 JJilii ceti I 
"And when JJili follows (it does not obtain)." 

Hrasvatvalshortening (should be added) to complete the sense. 

2.39.8 asiddham iti I 
"(That which is bahiraliga (expecting more operations)) is regarded 
as not having taken effect (when that which is antaraliga (having 
fewer conditions) is to take effect)." 

The meaning is that when 'shortening' is to be effected vrddhi being 
bahiraliga is (treated as of non-effect). 

2.39.10 kamer JJili 
sthanivad iti II na padantadvirvacanavareyalopasvarasavar7Jilnusvara
drrghajascavrddhi$U 1.1.58 "A vowel ade§a is not sthanivat in rules 
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relating to the finals of words, to the doubling of letters, to the pratyaya 
varac, to elision of ya, to accent, to homogeneous letters, to anusvara, to 
the lengthening of vowels and to the substitution of }as and car letters." 

2.39.10 sthanivadbhavad iti I 
"Because of lopa elision being sthanivatllike the original sthanin 
(there is intervention)." 

When the context is a rule concerning a penultimate letter then by va.2 (on 
1.1.58) na padanta (kvilugupadhatva) there is prohibition of being like the 
sthanin. It should be stated in fact, that applies only to a pratyaya rule. 
And similarly prohibition is not applicable when vrddhi is to be effected in 
the example here patayati (He strings together). 

2.39.11 kim punar iti/ 
"But again, what is the reason (lengthening is optionally stated ... )?" 

The sense is, because of the prohibition of vrddhi in case of kami. When 
TJiTi follows invariable shortening alone is established, so that prohibition 
of mit is not to be effected. However, being effected, only the jftapaka (is 
applicable) for vrddhi when TJiTi follows. 

2.39.18 upasamkhyanam kartavyam syat iti I 
"There should be additional enumeration (when several TJic's 
intervene)." 

The meaning is 'the possibility obtains of the view that (there be 
additional) optional application of vrddhi'. 

2.39.24 etad idanzm I 
"Now this (is the purpose of mentioning dt:rgha (long))." 

And hence the prohibition of mit is for preventing the optional lengthening, 
not a jftapakalimplied rule. 

2.39.26 yadeti I 
"When indeed by 3.1.31, TJiTi 1s optionally added." (ayadaya 
ardhadhatuke va) 

The meaning is when TJiTi is effected after kam-i not ending in TJiTi, then 
there the prohibition of mit would be applicable for the purpose of 
preventing shortening. 

40.3 iiyiidaya iirdhadhiituke vii //3/1/31// 

katham idarrz vijfiayate I 

Piir;tini 3.1.31: The pratyayas aya and those that follow (viz. ryan and 
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TJiiz) optionally act when an ardhadhatuka pratyaya follows. 

Bhlifjya: How is this (siUra to be) understood? 

40.4 ayadibhyo yad ardhadhatukam tasminn avasthite vayadrnam 
nivrttir bhavatfti I ahosvid ayadiprakrter yad ardhadhatukam 
tasminn avasthite vayadr:nam utpattir bhavatui I kim gatam 
etad iyata sutre7Jahosvid anyatarasmin pak~e bhuyal; sutram 
kartavyam gatam, ity aha I katham I yada tavad ayadibhyo yad 
ardhadhatukam tasminn avasthite vayadr:nam nivrttir bhavatr:ti 
tadavise~e7Ja sarvamayadiprakara7Jam anukramyayadaya 
ardhadhatuke vety ucyate I yadapy ayadiprakrter yad ardha
dhatukam tasminn avasthite vayadr:nam utpattir bhavatr:ti tad
aikam vakyam tac cedam ca I gupudhupavicchipa~Jipanibhya 
ayal; (28) ardhadhatuke va I rterr:yaiz (29) ardhadhatuke va I 
kamer TJiiz (30) ardhadhatuke veti II kascatra vise~al; I 

Either, when that ardhadhatuka pratyaya which acts after aya and the 
rest is present, optionally there is the cessation of aya and the rest, or 
when that ardhadhatuka pratyaya which acts after bases ending in aya 
and the rest, is actually present, there is optionally arising of aya and 
the rest. Is this understood by such a satra or in the alternative view, 
should another stltra be formed? He says it is understood. How? 
When (it is stated) as above "when that ardhadhatuka pratyaya which 
acts after aya and the rest is present, optionally there is cessation of 
aya and the rest"; then without distinction having enumerated all the 
section of (sutras ordaining) aya and the rest, the sutra ayadaya 
ardhadhatuka va is uttered. Also, when (it is stated as above) "when 
that ardhadhatuka pratyaya which acts after bases ending in aya and 
the rest is actually present, there is optionally arising of aya and the 
rest", then there is a single sentence comprising this and that (which 
follows). gupu-dhupa-vicchi-paTJi pani-bhya ayah 3.1.28 (ardha
dhatuka va) "The pratyaya aya acts after the dhatus gup (to protect), 
dhup (to heat), paTJi (to contract and to praise), and pan (to praise) 
optionally when an ardhadhatuka pratyaya follows". rter ryan 3.1.29 
(ardhadhatuka va) "The pratyaya r:yaiz acts after the dhatu rti (to 
reproach), optionally when an ardhadhatuka pratyaya follows". 
kamer TJiiz 3.1.30 (ardhadhatuka va) "The pratyaya TJiiz acts after the 
dhatu kam (to desire) optionally when an ardhadhatuka pratyaya 
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follows". What is the difference between these two interpretations? 

40.13 ayadibhyo yad ardhadhatukam ayadiprakrter yad ardha
dhatukam iti cobhayathani$ta prasmigab II 111 

40.15 ayadibhyo yad ardhadhatukam ayadiprakrter yad ardha
dhatukam iti cobhayathani$tam prapnoti I yadi vijfitiyata 
ayadibhyo yad ardhadhatukam tasminn avasthite vayadt:nam 
nivrttir bhavatlti guptib jugopeti ce$tam na sidhyati I idam 
cani$tam prapnoti gopamcakara gopeti ca I idam tavad i$tam 
siddham bhavati gopayamcakara gopayeti II 

V iirttika 1: Both the (following positions) (give rise to) an undesired 
contingency: "When that ardhadhatuka pratyaya which acts after aya 
and the rest (is present there is cessation of aya etc. optionally) and 
(when that) ardhadhatuka pratyaya which acts after the bases ending 
in aya and the rest is present, there is arising of aya etc. optionally. 

Bhii!jya: An ardhadhatuka (pratyaya) which acts after aya and the 
rest 'or' an ardhadhatuka which acts after the bases (ending in) aya 
and the rest; both these obtain as undesired possibilities. If (the 
meaning of the satra) is understood as "when an ardhadhatuka 
pratyaya that acts after the pratyaya aya and the rest is present, the 
optional cessation of pratyaya aya and the rest is applicable", the 
desired form guptib (protecting) and jugopa (protected) do not 
become established as valid and these understood forms obtain gopam 
cakara ("He protected") and gopa (protector). 

40.18 atha vijftayata ayadiprakrter yad ardhadhatukam tasminn 
avasthite vayadt:nam utpattir bhavatlti guptib jugopeti ce$tam 
siddham bhavati I 

40.20 idam cani$tam na prapnoti gopamcakara gopeti I idam tv i$tam 
na sidhyati gopayamcakara gopayeti II 

Now then (the satra) is understood (also to mean) "When an 
ardhadhatuka pratyaya which acts after a base ending in aya or the 
rest is present optionally there is arising of aya and the rest". The 
desired forms gupti and jugopa become established as valid. And 
these undesired forms do not obtain, gopam cakara and gopa. 
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However, these are not established: gopayarrz cakara and gopaya. 

40.21 idarrz tavad istarrz sidhyati gopayarrzcakareti I katham I astv 
atrayadiprakrter yad ardhadhatukarrz lit tasminn avasthite 
vayadaya ammadhye patisyati yatha vikara!Jas tadvat II idarrz 
tarhzstarrz na sidhyati gopayeti II 

Just this form is established as valid: gopayarhcakara. How? Let there 
be here the ardhadhatuka pratyaya lit (perfect) after a base ending in 
aya and the rest. When that is present (in the mind), optionally aya 
and the rest (arise), and am will fall/come in the middle like a 
vikara!Ja pratyaya. Then this desired form is not established, viz. 
'gopaya'. 

siddharrz tu sarvadhatuke nityavacanad anasritya vavidhanam 
11211 

40.25 siddham etat I katham I aviseseTJtiyadznarrz vavidhimuktva 
sarvadhatuke nityam iti vaksyami II 

Viirttika 2: However it is established that when a sarvaradhatuka 
pratyaya follows (or is determined upon in the mind), because of 
not having resorted to (the used of the word) va, there IS 

(automatically) nitya/invariable ordaining of aya and the rest. 

Bhii$ya: This is established (already). How? Having expressed the 
optional rule for aya and the rest without a specific restriction, I shall 
say invariable/nitya when a sarvaradhatuka pratyaya follows. 

41.1 syadibalzyastvarh tu vipratisedhena tulyanimittatvat II 311 

syadibhistvayadznarrz badhanarrz prapnoti vipratisedhena I kirrz 
kara!Jam I tulyanimittatvat I tulyarh hi nimittarrz syadznam 
ayadznarrz cal syadznam avakasal; I karisyati harisyati I ayadz
nam avakasal; I gopayati dhapayati I ihobhayarrz prapnoti I 
gopayisyati dhupayisyatlti I paratvat syadayal; prapnuvanti II 

Viirttika 3: However, since the cause (of the operation) is the same, 
there is preeminence in strength for sya (vikara!Ja) pratyaya 3.1.33 
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and the rest (over aya) etc. by reason of a conflict (of rules of equal 
force requiring the later rule to prevail). 

Bhii$ya: By reason of a conflict (of rules of equal force requiring the 
subsequent to prevail) the barring of aya and the rest by sya (vikara7Ja 
pratyaya) and the rest obtains. What is the reason? Because of the 
cause (occasioning an operation) being the same (in both cases). For 
the cause (occasioning manifestation) of sya and the rest and aya and 
the rest is the same (viz. when a tili i.e. sarvaradhatuka pratyaya 
follows). There is scope (of application) for sya and the rest: 
kar-i-~ya-ti ("He will make") and hari~yati ("He will take"). There is 
scope (of application) for aya and the rest (as) gopayati "He protects"; 
dhapayati "He fumigates or perfumes with incense". Here both 
obtain: gopayati "He will protect"; dhapayi~yati "He will perfume 
with incense". Because of being the subsequent (rules) sya and the 
rest (by syatasf lrluto/:l 3.1.33 and the rest) obtain (i.e. become 
wrongly applicable). 

41.6 na vayadividhanasyanavakasatvat 11411 

na vai~a do~al; I kim kara~Jam I ayadividhanasyanavakasatvat I 
anavakasa ayadaya ucyante ca te vacanad bhavi$yanti I nanu 
cedanfm evavakasal; praklrpto gopayati dhapayatzti I atrapi 
sapsyadir bhavati I yady apy atrapi sapsyadir bhavati na 

41.10 tv atrasti vise~al; sati va sapyasati va I 

Viirttika 4: Or else (this difficulty does not arise) because of there not 
being scope (of application) for the ordaining of aya and the rest. 

Bhii$ya: This is not a fault. What is the reason? Because of there 
being no scope (of application) for the ordaining of aya and the rest. 
Aya and the rest are without scope (of application) elsewhere, and 
they which are stated (by sutras) will be applicable because of express 
statements in a rule. But surely, now is there not scope (of application) 
in fact made (in these examples)? gopayati "He protects", dhapayati 
"He perfumes with incense". Here also sap sya and the rest are 
applicable (by kartari sap 3.1.68 etc.). Although here also sap, sya 
and the rest are applicable, yet there is no difference when sap is 
present or not present. 
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41.10 any ad idanzm etad yad ucyate nasti vise~a iti I yat tu tad uktam 
ayadznam syadibhir avyapto 'vakasa iti sa nasty avakasa/:z I 
avasyam khalv apy atra sapsyadir e~itavya/:z I kim karal')am I 
ropayantr dhupayantrti sapsyanor nityam (7.1.81) iti numyatha 
syad iti II yadi tarhy anavakasa ayadaya ayadibhi/:z syadrnam 
badhanam prapnoti I yatha punar ayam sutra- bhedena 
pariharo yadi puna/:z sapi nityam ity ucyeta I sidhyatil sutram 
tarhi bhidyate II 

This which is stated viz. "there is no diference" is something else. 
However with reference to that which was stated "the scope of aya etc. 
is not pervaded by sya etc." (I say) there is no scope for aya etc. It is 
essential also indeed that sap, sya etc. be sought. What is the purpose? 
So that num agama (augment) he invariably applicable because of the 
rule s-ap-syanor nityam 7.1.81. When the pratyaya satr acts after a 
verbal mig a (base) ending in the vikaral')as s-ap and syan, it invariably 
takes the augment num before the napunsaka (neuter) case ending s-i 
(i) and the feminine r (nadl). If then sya etc. have no scope, the 
barring of sya etc. by aya etc. obtains. However, as there will be 
avoiding (of this problem) by dividing the sutra (in two), if again it is 
simply stated "when sap follows, invariable (application of aya etc.)", 
it is established as valid. But then the sutra is (to be) divided (into 
two). 

41.16 yathanyasam evastu I nanu coktam ayadibhyo yad ardha
dhatukam ayadiprakrter yad ardhadhatukam iti cobhayatha
ni~taprasmiga iti I nai~a do~a/:z I ardhadhatuka iti nai~a 

parasaptamf ka tarhi I vi~ayasaptamf I ardhadhatukavi~aya iti I 
tatrardhadhatukavi~aya ayadiprakrter ayadi~u krte~u yo yata/:z 
pratyaya/:z prapnoti sa tato bhavi~yati I 

Let it be as written. But surely indeed it was stated (previously) 
(Varttika 1) the following positions give rise to an undesired 
contingency: "When that ardhadhatuka pratyaya which acts after aya 
and the rest (is present, there is optionally cessation (of the 
appearance) of aya and the rest)", and "(when that) ardhadhatuka 
pratyaya which acts after the bases (ending) in aya and the rest, is 
present, the arising of aya etc: is optional". This is no fault because 
ardhadhatuke is not para saptamf (seventh case in the sense of "when 
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that follows, the operation is to take place on that which is 
immediately prior to that in the seventh case" (1.1.66 tasminniti 
nirdi$te parvasya). What then? Vi$aya-saptamr "The seventh/ 
adhikarm;a!locative case in the sense of "with regard to that sphere". 
ardhadhatuka vi$aya in the domain of ardhadhatuka (pratyayas). 
There in the domain of ardhadhatuka pratyayas (in the mind), when 
aya and the rest have been formed after a base (ending) in aya and the 
rest, whatever pratyaya obtains after a stem will be added to that stem. 

Notes on MahiiBhii!jya on PliiJini 3.1.31 

Viirttika Summary 
The first varttika presents two possible undesired meanings of the satra, 
the first speaks of cessation of aya etc. optionally when an ardhadhatuka 
acts after the pratyayas aya etc., the second, arising of aya etc. when an 
ardhadhatuka pratyaya acts after the prakrtis ending in aya etc. By the 
very fact of not using the word va, the second varttika states, aya etc. are 
invariably ordained when an ardhadhatuka follows. The third varttika 
says sya etc. prevail over aya etc. because of being the later of rules of 
equal force in conflict. The fourth dismisses the last because of aya etc. 
not having scope of application elsewhere. 

Bhii!jya Summary 
The introduction spells out the two possible view of the satra given in the 
first varttika. Either this satra is understood after all three previous satras 
or it is understood as a supplement to each. 

The Bhtl:jya on the first provides the examples showing the desired 
forms which do not arise and the undesired that do arise following either 
interpretation. The second establishes gupti and jugopa and avoids go pam 
cakara, but does not establish gopayaY(l cakara and gopaya. However, the 
penultimate is valid when lit follows (in the mind), am operates as 
vikaraf[a. 

Pataiijali explains the second varttika as meaning nitya when a 
sarvadhatuka follows. Where both aya etc. and sya etc. obtain as 
gopayi:jyati, Pataiijali explains in the third, the latter would be expected to 
prevail. This is not a problem because of requiring scope and due to 'ato 
guf[e' 6.1.97, the presence of sap makes no difference. To avoid another 
possibility of aya etc. without scope barring sya etc., a division of the 
satra into two is proposed. 

The two undesired possible interpretation are finally avoided by 
explaining ardhadhatuka as having seventh case in the sense of 'with 
regard to that sphere'. So in the sphere of ardhadhatuka (held in the mind) 
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when sya etc. have been formed after a prakrti ending in aya etc., 
whatever pratyaya obtains after a stem will be added to that stem. 

2.40.3 'ayadaya/:t' I 
Pra. Having resorted to parasaptamz!seventh case in the sense of (action 
taking place of that immediately in front of) that which follows 1.1.66, 
there is consideration of two views, i.e. because consideration has not 
begun in relation to vi$aya ... 
. . . kat ham iti I having thought of the fault of both views he asks the 
question 'How?'. 
ahosvid anyatarasminn iti I Or else in the other alternative ... 
He thinks the word nivrtti (cessation) or utpatti (arising), should be 
indicated. Nage§a: the purpose must be reflected on, because everywhere 
in the rule/sentence even in the absence of these they are understood. In 
one view, when more is to be effected in fact, and because of the Bhti$ya 
aiming at that, in some places the word utpatti is an optional reading. 

When ayadaya is in fact established (already by anuvrtti) there is 
(possible) a change of the ending to fifth case for ayadayati. The meaning 
is 'that ardhdhatuka pratyaya which acts after aya and the rest, when that 
follows, aya, and the rest do not arise after gup and the rest'. 

40.7 'yada tavad iti' I 
When aya and the rest are ordained, without regard to the subsequent as 
cause of operation/ paranimitta by means of the sentences ordaining aya 
and the rest without regard to the sentence, then by reason of that, when an 
ardhadhatuka follows, in their view cessation is effected. Even though 
words are eternal, still in context of formation of words in the science (of 
grammar) in some places by way of lopa/elision of that arisen, cessation is 
effected. In some places by reason of ordaining an apavada!exception 
(pratyaya) the non-arising of the utsarga/general (pratyaya) is made 
known (e.g. adi prabhrtibhya/:t, sapa/:t 2.4.72). Hence the view which 
supports nivrttil cessation (to be added) is not inappropriate. 

40.19 yadeti I 
"When (also that ardhadhatuka pratyaya which acts after the base 
ending with aya and the rest and when that is established (in the mind 
as desired), optionally, there is arising of aya and the rest 
applicable)." 

A view is: 'When this union of three si:itras is the remainder (to be 
supplied) then there is the existence of one sentence/ekavakyata; when an 
ardhadhatuka pratyaya follows aya and the rest optionally arise." If then 
there is 'the existence of one sentence' then when a sarvadhatuka 
pratyaya follows aya and the rest would not arise. This is no fault. Here 
alone, when it is to be stated gup dhap "(act) optionally when an 
ardhadhatuka pratyaya follows" because of a different reading, "when a 
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sarvadhatuka pratyaya follows also aya and the rest are applicable" is 
thus known. However, by reason of 'being one sentence', "when an 
ardhadhatuka pratyaya only follows" they are optionally so ordained. 

40.18 'gopamcakara gopeti ca' I 
He protected, protector. 

kas pratyayadamamantre Ziti 3 .1.35 "The pratyaya am acts after the dhatu 
kas (to cough) and those dhatus formed by pratyayas (derivative verbs) 
when lit (perfect) follows except in the Veda." 
'a pratyayat' 3.3.102 "After the dhatus that end in a pratyaya there is the 
pratyaya a, the word being feminine" 
- gopa 
2.41 gopayatrti I He protects. 
He thinks 'because of the absence of any qualification'. Here there is not 
arising of sap and there is no scope of application for aya etc. 

2.40.5 paratvat syadaya/:t prapnuvanti I 
"Because of being subsequent rules, sya and the rest obtain ... " 

syataszlrluto 3.1.33 When lr (lrt conditional and lat second future) and 
lut (first future) then sya and tasi are respectively vikarm;a pratyayas of a 
dhatu. "The pratyaya sap acts after a dhatu when a sarvadhatuka pratyaya 
follows signifying the agent." 

2.40.10 'anyad idanzm iti' I 
Now (what is stated) is that something else is not a qualification. 

The sense is that even in the absence of a distinction or qualification, 
because of the force of the rule (itself) it is produced by sap. Here, 
however, for the form kamayate 'he desires', there is in fact a qualification 
because of the absence of this form without sap. 

2.40.14 yatha punar iti I 
... "But as (there will be) avoiding (of this problem) by dividing the 
satra (into two)." However, that was stated by the varttikakara 
namely "However, it is established that when a sarvadhatuka 
pratyaya follows, (or is determined on in the mind), because of not 
resorting to the word va, there is invariable ordaining of aya etc." 

Thus by division of the sutra being stated, the refutation was expressed. 
The meaning is, when a division of the satra has to be effected as 
'invariably when sap follows (aya etc.)' such a reading/statement has to be 
made whereby 'no fault is possible'. But surely because of the tudadi 
character of vicch (dhatu to go) it would be formed with s-a vikarm:w but 
not with sap. Well then, the purpose is (said to be) to imply a difference in 
the written text. However, the written text has to be effected as 'invariable/ 
nitya when sap follows'. 
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41.20 sanadyantii dhiitavaiJ, //3/1/3211 

antagrahaJ:ZalJl kim artha na sanadayo dhatava ity evocyeta I 
kenedan11J1 tadantanaf!1 bhavi~yati I tadanta vidhina I I at a 
uttaraf!1 pathati I 

PiiQini 3.1.32: Words ending with the pratyaya san and the rest (have 
the name dhatu. 

Bhii$ya: What is the purpose of the mention of anta (end)? Could one 
not just say sanadaya dhataval; "pratyayas beginning with san are 
called dhatus". By reason of what (rule) will there now be (the name 
dhatu) for those which end in that (pratyaya)? By the tad anta rule 
(viz. yena vidhis tad antasya 1.1.72) "A rule which is enjoined with 
regard to a particular attribute applies to words having that attribute at 
their end as well as to that attribute itself'. Therefore (the Varttika
kara) speaks the following: 

41.23 sanadi~vantagraha~Ja uktam 11111 

kim uktam I padasaf!1jiiayam antavacanam anyatra saf!1Jna
vidhau pratyayagrahaJ:Ze tad antavidhiprati~edhartham iti I 
idaf!1 capi pratyayagraha~Jam ayaftl capi saytljiiavidhil; II 

Viirttika 1: A reply was stated (previously) 1.4.14 Va. 1 with regarded 
to the mention of anta in relation to san and the rest (pratyayas). 

Bhii$ya: What was stated (in 1.4.14 Va. 1)? "The expressing of anta 
(ending), in the rule ordaining the technical name pada viz. 
"sup-tili-antam padam" 1.4.14 ("That which ends in a sup (case 
nominal ending) or a tin (verbal ending) is called pada (fully inflected 
word)" was for the purpose of prohibiting the tadanta ("for that 
ending in that") rule elsewhere when there is specific mention of a 
pratyaya in a saiijiia sutra (giving a technical name to a linguistic 
unit). And this also is a specific mention of a pratyaya and also it is a 
saiijiia (technical name) rule. 

42.1 kim arthaftl punar idam ucyate na bhavadayo dhataval; ( 1.3.1) 
ity eva siddham I na sidhyati I patena dhatusaytljiia kriyate na 
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ceme tatra pathyante I kathalJl tarhy anye~am apathyamllnllnillJl 
dhatusalJl}fia bhavati I aster bhal; bruvo vacil; cak~iiwl; khyafi 
(2.4.52, 53, 54) iti I yady apy ete tatra na pathyante prakrtayas 
tv e~lllJl tatra pathyante tatra sthanivad bhavat siddham I 

42.5 ime 'pi tarhi yady api tatra na pathyante ye~lllJl tv artha 
adisyante te tatra pathyante tatra sthanivad bhavat siddham I 

For what purpose is this stated? Is not in fact (the technical name 
dhatu already) established (by the sutra) "bhavadayo dhataval;" 1.3.1 
"The words beginning with bha (to be or become) and denoting action 
are called dhatus"? No it is not established. The technical name dhatu 
is formed by the recitation (of the seed forms in the dhatu plltha) and 
these are not recited there. How is it then that for others not being 
recited (in the dhatu patha) the technical name dhatu is applicable? 
(As in the satras) "aster-bhal;" 2 .4.52 "Bha is the add a (substitute) 
of the dhatu as (to be) when an ardhadhatuka pratyaya is to be 
applied"; bruvo vaci 2.4.53 "Vac-i is the adesa of bra (to speak) when 
an ardhadhatuka pratyaya is to be applied"; 'cak~iital; khyafi' 2.4.54 
"Khyafi is the adda of cak~in (to perceive, to tell) when an 
ardhadhatuka pratyaya is to be applied". Although these are not 
recited/listed there nonetheless the original/ sthanin of them is recited. 
There (the name dhatu) is established as valid because of these adesas 
being like the originals. Also although they are not recited (in the 
dhatu patha ), nonetheless those for which meanings are indicated 
there, are recited. There too because of being like the original! sthanin 
(meanings/arthas given in the dhatu patha with each dhatu), (the 
name dhatu) is established as valid. 

42.6 na siddhyati I addal; sthanivad bhavatriy ucyate na cema 
addal; I ime 'py addal; I katham I adisyate yal; sa adesa ime 
capy adisyante II evam api ~a~trnirdi~tasyadesal; sthanivad 
bhavantlty ucyate na ceme ~a~trnirdi~tasyaddal; I ~a~trgra
ha7Ja7Jl nivarti~yate I yadi nivartate 'pavada utsargakrtalJl 
prapnoti I karma7Jya7J (3.2.1.) ato 'nupasarge kal; (3) iti ke 'py 
a7Jkrta71l prapnoti I nai~a do~al; I acaryapravrttir jfiapayati 
napavada utsargakrtalJl bhavatui yad ayalJl syanadrnkillJls
cidital; karoti I snam sna snuriti II 

It Is not established. It is said "The adesa IS like the original/ 
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sthanivat" but these are not addas. There also are addas. How? That 
which is pointed outladisyate in an adda and these too are 'pointed 
out'. Well then it is said "(only) the adesa of those (originals) which 
are mentioned in the sixth case are like the origlnal/sthanivat, and 
these adesas are not in place of those mentioned in the sixth case. The 
mention of sixth case will cease. (' .$a.$thz sthaneyoga 1.1.49' and 
'sthanivad addo 'nal vidhau 1.1.56'). If it ceases, (the operation) 
produced by the utsarga satra causes in the case of apavada in 
relation to karman 3.2.1 ("aTJ pratyaya acts after a dhatu when the 
karman (object) is in composition with it as an upapada (subordinate 
word)" = (utsarga satra) and ato 'nupasarge kal; 3.2.3 "pratyaya ka 
acts after a dhatu ending in long a when no upasarga precedes and 
when the karman (object) is in composition with it". That caused by 
the apavada pratyaya obtains in place of ka. There is no fault. The 
usage of the Master makes known that when (there is applicable) an 
apavada satra that which is caused by the utsarga is not applicable. 
Because of this situation he makes some (vikaraTJa pratyayas) syan 
and the rest have an indicatory s (as) syan snam snti and snu. 

Notes on MahaBhaua on Pli1Jini 3.1.32 

V iirttika Summary 
Although there is specific mention of a pratyaya and it is a samjiia rule, 
the prohibition of the tadanta rule by va. 1 on 1.4.14 does not apply 
because of stating anta. 

Bhii!}ya Summary 
Pataiijali explains in the introduction the reason for mention of anta is so 
1.1.72 may apply. On the first varttika he explains the reference to 1.4.14 
va. 1 indicating the anta in this rule conveys the same meaning as in 
1.4.14. The name dhatu is established elsewhere by 1.3.1 even for those 
not actually recited in the Dhatu Patha because adesas of those recited 
there. Not however, for sananta etc., hence this satra. These are not 
adesas even if they are 'pointed out', since the sixth case ending word is 
not what they replace. Finally he mentions there is an implied rule, that 
when an apavada is applicable the utsarga pratyaya is not applicable, so 
syan etc. with its in place of sap. 

2.41.22 'tadantavidhina' I By the tad anta rule yena vidhis tadantasya 
1.1.72 "A rule which is enjoined with regard to a particular attribute 
applies to words having that attribute at their end, as well as that attribute 
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itself." 

2.41.25 'prati$edhtlrtham iti' I 
For the purpose of prohibiting (tadanta rule elsewhere) 

padasamjfiayam antavacanam anyatra samjfiavidhau 
pratyayagrahm;e tadantavidhiprati$edhartham I 1.4.14 
va 0 1 The expression of tad anta in any other than in the pada technical 
name rule, is for the purpose of prohibiting the tadanta rule (when there is 
mention of a pratyaya). 

2.42.1 sanadyantal; I bhavadaya ity eveti I 
Pra. (Is not dhatu) in fact (established by) the satra bhavadaya 'words 
beginning with bha and denoting action are called dhatus?' 
The sense is such because of resorting to the interpretation of the meaning 
as 'dhatus', expressing becominglbha. There the meaning is 'and thence 
because of expressing verbal activity the technical name dhatu is 
established as valid for those ending in san and the rest'. 

2.42.2 'patheneti' I 
(Technical name dhatu is established) by recitation (in Dhatu Patha). 

The sense is 'because of the connection each one has, the word adi etc. 
and the technical name dhatu is ordained after the meaning and (the form) 
is recited'. The meaning is 'because of the mention there of an ade§a word 
in place of a word used in its conventional sense, it is established there 
only for those which have the nature of adesa on the cessation of the 
original sthanin, so that the mention there is for them alone. 

2.42.7 'ime 'pzti' I 
"These also are adeias." 

The meaning is, the mention there is of a word which is an ade§a of one 
cause of verbal activity. Here codayanti, 'they impel', if by reason of 
being like the original the technical name dhatu is enjoined for san and the 
rest, then because of the absence of (applicability of tadanta rule), the 
augment at etc. dependent on having the technical name miga, obtain for 
pratyayas alone and are desired for those angas ending in pratyayas. And 
the pratyaya yan is enjoined in the sense of its baselsvarthe after a dhatu 
expressing verbal activity characterised by repetition, and aya etc. 
unqualified are enjoined in the sense of the base. Thus because of the 
absence of any cessation of the original, and due to absence of any 
cessation of the original, and due to absence of sthanivatva, the technical 
name dhatu does not obtain. 

Here it is said because of the maxim 'all are the adesas of the whole 
pada' (1.1.20 va. 5). The form 'He desires to make' there is the angalbase 
'making' in the sense of dhatu i$ desire. When there is occasion for the 
dhatu i$ occurring, the word 'cik'lr$a is indicated as ending in san because 
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the dhatu-nature of that ending (in a san pratyaya), is established as valid. 
The intention of the Bha:;yakara is that when there is the possibility 

of the use of the word la (to cut), expressing the activity of cutting 
distinguished by repetition, the word lolayate is indicated 'He cuts 
intensely'. When there is occasion for gup-i, 'the word' gopaya (is 
indicated), 'He shuns, detests' (also svarthe). 

42.1 (2) ':;a:;thrgrahaflam nivarti:;yate' I 
"The mention of sixth case will cease." 

:;a:;thrsthane yoga 1.1.49 "The sixth case implies the relation of 'instead'", 
i.e. that for which something is substituted. 
sthanivadadeso 'nalvidhau 1.1.56 

42.13 syatiiszlrluto/:t //31111/33// 

ime vikaraiJtl/:l patyante tatra na jfiayate ka utsarga/:l ko 'pavada 
iti I tatra vaktavyam ayam utsargo 'yam apavada iti I ime brumo 
yagutsargo 'pavada sabadi/:l syadayas ca II 

PiiQini 3.1.33: In the presence of lr and lut, sya and tasi act as 
(vikara]Ja pratyayas) after a dhatu. 

Bhii$ya: These vikara]Ja pratyayas are recited (but) it is not known 
there which is the utsarga sutra (general) and which is the apavada 
(particular sutra debarring the general). There it should be stated "this 
is an utsarga sutra, (and) this is an apavada sutra". These we will 
state: "yak is an utsarga pratyaya" (by) sarvadhatuke yak 3.1.67. 
"The pratyaya yak acts after a dhatu when a sarvadhatuka pratyaya 
follows, denoting the action or the object" and sap and the rest and 
sya and the rest are apavada sutras c.f. kartari sap 3.1.69 "The 
pratyaya sap acts after a dhatu when a sarvadhatuka pratyaya follows 
signifying the agent". 

42.16 yady evam apavadavipratisedhac sabadibadhanam II apa
vadavipratisedhac sabadibhi/:l syadr:na111 badhana111 prapnoti I 
sabadr:nam avakasal; I pacati yajati I syadr:nam avakasal; I 
paksyate yaksyate I ihobhaya111 prapnoti I paksyati yaksyati I 
paratvac sabadayal; prapnuvanti II 

V iirttika: If this is so, "because of the conflict (of rules of equal force 
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requiring the subsequent to prevail) the subsequent of (two) apavada 
siltras bars the prior so there is debarring by sap and the rest". 

Bhii$ya: Because of the conflict (of rules of equal force requiring the 
subsequent to prevail) the subsequent of two apavada sutras is 
debarred, and there obtains debarring by sap and the rest of sya and 
the rest. There is scope for sap and the rest in pacati "He cooks", 
yajati "He sacrifices". There is scope (of application) for sya and the 
rest (in) pak$yate "It will be cooked" and yak$yate "It will be 
sacrificed". Here both obtain, pak$yati "He will cook" and yak$yati 
"He will sacrifice". Because of being subsequent (rules to sya and the 
rest) sap and the rest obtain. 

42.20 apavado namanekalak$m:taprasmiga/:l II apavado nama bhavati 
yatranekalak$a7Japrasmiga/:l I tatra bhavakarma(lor yag
vidhzyate kartari sapka/:l prasmigo yad bhavakarmanor yakam 
kartari sabadayo badheran II evam tarhi yak$apav utsargava
pavada/:l syanadaya/:l syadayas ca II 

V iirttika: There is occasion for the word apavada having more than 
one definition. 

Bhii$ya: The (word) apavada is such that it is possible to have more 
than one definition and here yak is ordained in the sense of bhava 
(abstract notion of a dhatu) or karman (object), (but) sap (is ordained) 
in denoting kartr (agent). What is the contingency where sap and the 
rest in the sense of agent would debar yak in the sense of action/bhava 
and object/karman? Well then, yak and sap are (by) utsarga sutras, 
syan and the rest and sya and the rest (by) apavada sutras. 

42.22 apavadaviprati$edhac syanadibadhanam II apavada- viprati
$edhac syanadibhi/:l syadznam badhanam prapnoti I syana
dznamavakasa/:l I dzvyati szvyati I syadznamavakasa/:l pak$yati 
yak$yati I ihobhayam prapnoti I 

42.25 devi$yati sevi$yati I paratvac syanadaya/:l prapnuvanti II nai$a 
do$a/:l I sabadesa/:l syanadaya/:l kari$yante sap ca syadibhir 
badhyate tatra divadibhya/:l syadivi$aye sabeva nasti sabeva 
nasti kuta/:l syanadaya/:l I tat tarhi sapo graha7Jam kartavyaml 
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V iirttika: Beacuse of a conflict (of rules of equal force requiring the 
subsequent rules to prevail over the earlier rules, utsarga sutras here 
would prevail over), the apavada sutras, so syan and the rest would 
debar (sya and the rest). 

Bhaua: Because of a conflict, there obtains debarring of sya and the 
rest by syan and the rest. There is scope (of application) for syan and 
the rest: drvyati "He plays" and srvyati "He sews". There is scope (of 
application) for sya and the rest pak$yati "He will cook" and yak$yati 
"He will sacrifice". Here both obtain devi$yati "He will play dice" and 
sevi$yati "He will sew". Because of being subsequent syan and the 
rest obtain. 

There is no fault, for syan and the rest will be produced as the 
substitutes of sap. Moreover sap is debarred, by sya and the rest. 
There, after div and the rest, in the context of sya and the rest, sap in 
fact is not present, how much less syan and the rest. Then should 
specific mention of sap be made? 

43.1 na kartavyaml prakrtam anuvartate I kva prakrtam I kartari sap 
(3.1.68) iti I tadvai prathamanirdi$tarrz $a$th"lnirdi$tena 
ceharthal; I divadibhya ity e$a paiicamr sabiti prathamayal; 
$a$t"l1J1 prakalpayi$yati tasmad ity uttarasya ( 1.1.67) iti I 
pratyaya- vidhirayarrz na ca pratyayavidhau paiicamyal; 
prakalpika bhavanti I nayarrz pratyayavidhil; I 

It should not be made. The original (Sap) follows on (from a previous 
sutra). Where is the original? (In the sutra kartari sap 3.1.68) "The 
pratyaya sap acts after a dhatu when sarvadhatuka pratyaya follows 
signifying the agent". That really is mentioned in the first case, but 
here the purpose is conveyed by sixth case indication. (No fault here). 
The fifth case (in the sutra divadibhyal; syan 3.1.67) "After div and 
the rest (acts pratyaya syan)" will put the sixth case in place of the 
first (case indication for the pratyaya) sap because of the sfltra 
tasmad-ityuttarasya 1.1.67 ("That indicated in the fifth case enjoins 
an operation or adda/substitute for that (immediately) following"). 
This is a pratyaya rule and in a pratyaya rule fifth case words cannot 
effect change. This is not a pratyaya rule. 

43.5 vihital; pratyayal; prakrtas canuvartate II atha vanuvrttil; 
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kari$yate I sarvadhatuke yak ( 3.1.67) syatasz lrlutol; eli Zuni 
eleb sicbhavati kartari sap ( 68) syatasz lrlutob eli Zuni eleb 
sijbhavati I divadibhyab syan ( 69) syatasz ZrZutob eli Zuni eleb 
sijbhavati II athavantarangab syadayab I kantarangata I 
lavasthayam eva syadayab sarvadhatuke syanadayab II 

The pratyaya is already ordained and the base follows on (from a 
previous siltra). Or otherwise there will be effected anuvrtti 
(following on from previous satras of the elements required). (As) 
sarvadhatuke yak 3.1.67 (pratyaya yak acts after a dhatu when a 
sarvadhatuka pratyaya follows denoting actionlbhava or object/ 
karman) (may require following on from previous satras). "sya tasz 
lrZutob" 3.1.33; "eli Zuni" 3.1.43 (In the presence of the pratyaya lun 
(aorist sign) pratyaya eli acts after a dhatu) and "eleb sic" 3.1.44 
("Sic acts in the place of the pratyaya eli"). Similarly the satra kartari 
sap 3.1.68 (tr. above) (may require the following same satras by 
anuvrtti) "sya tasz lrZutob" 3.1.33 ("In place of sap, sya and tasz act 
when Zr or Zut follow"). "eli Zuni and eleb sic (Similarly the satra) 
"divadibhyab syan 3.1.69". ("After the dhatus div and the rest syan 
acts in place of sap" (may require)) syatasz lrlutob; elu Zuni and eleb 
sic. Otherwise sya and the rest (as vikarm;a pratyayas with no specific 
meaning designated other than that of their own base/ svarthe) are 
antaranga (requiring fewer operations). 

What is the nature of antaranga (here)? The only condition sya 
and the rest have is "when a la (lrt and the rest of tense/mood 
pratyayas) follow (whereas) syan" and the rest have (the additional 
condition) "when a sarvadhatuka pratyaya follows (signifying action/ 
bhava, object/karman, or agent/kartr)". 

Notes on MahiiBhii[fya on Pii!Jini 3.1.33 

Viirttika Summary 
The first (possible) varttika states sap bars the apavada pratyayas before it 
by viprati$edha. The second points out the possibility of the word apavada 
having more than one meaning. The third shows that for the same reason 
syan etc. utsarga pratyayas would bar sya etc. apavada pratyayas. 

Bhii[fya Summary 
The introduction states the need to distinguish among the vikara~Ja 

pratyayas which are utsargas and which apavadas. Yak is utsarga, sap etc. 
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and sya etc. apavadas. In cases like pak(fyati both sap and sya obtain so by 
viprati(fedha sap would have prevailed. we may understand sap also as 
utsarga ordained in the sense of kartr, whereas yak is in the sense of 
bhava and karman. The rest are apavadas. Due to being subsequent, syan 
would seem to bar sya etc. but in fact syan is adda of sap, and sap is 
barred by sya. Special mention of sap need not be made here, for we may 
understand the first case in the sense of sixth case for it by anuvrtti, 
because that is implied by use of fifth case in 3.1.67 etc. according to 
1.1.67. The final priority of sya etc. over sap can be achieved by anuvrtti 
or by recognising that sya is antarmiga in relation to syan etc. bahirmiga, 
since they require the additional condition of having a sarvadhatuka 
following. 

2.42.13 syattlsf I ime iti I 
These ( vikara7Ja pratyayas ... ) 

He asks to know the (qualities of the properties) of general!utasarga 
pratyayas and the exception/ apavada. 

2.42.15 'yagutsarga iti' I 
Yak is an utsarga/ general pratyaya 

The sense is that through the anuvrtti of bhava and karman because of 
being ordained after merely the one condition 'when a sarvadhatuka 
pratyaya follows' (it is utsarga). 
'yagutsargo /' 3 
sarvadhatuke yak 3.1.67 (bhavakarmm:zof:t) "The pratyaya yak acts after a 
dhatu when a sarvadhatuka (3.4.113) pratyaya follows denoting the 
abstract actionlbhava of the object/ karman." 

'sabadi' 4 
'kartari sap' 3.1.58 (sarvadhatuke dhato/:t) "The pratyaya sap acts after a 
dhatu when sarvadhatuka pratyaya follows signifying the agent." 

2.42.16 apavadaprati(fedhad iti I 
"Because of the conflict (there is barring of sap) by 

viprati:jedhe paralfl karyam 1.4.2 
"When rules of equal force prohibit each other the the latter/subsequent in 
the order of the A!ittldhyayr is to take effect." 
The meaning is, when there is a conflict among the apavadas or 
exceptions to the utsarga yak, between sap and the rest and sya and the 
rest, because sap and the rest are later, sap and the rest would be 
applicable. 

2.42.16 apavada iti I 
Where there is the possibility of an utsarga characterised (pratyaya) 
and one characterised as apavtlda there is usage of the apavada. 
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However, the meaning is in the yak rule, because of the mention of bhava 
and karman following on and because of there being a possibility of yak in 
the sense of agent there is not the nature of being apavada for that. 

2.42.21 syannadaya/:!511 
divadibhya/:t syan 3.1.69 
The pratyaya syan acts after a dhatu of the divadi gm;a when a 
sarvadhatuka pratyaya denoting the agent follows. 

2.43.9 lavasthayam iti II 
"When la (lr and the rest of the tense/mood pratyayas follow)." 

And surely because of being subsequent, the add a of la should be applied. 
And there is not non-invariability/a-nityatva for the adesas of la, even 
when sya and the rest have been effected, because of the possibility of the 
substitutes of la, due to resort to the qualification ordained, that (they be) 
in place of la, which has been ordained after a dhatu, even within the 
context of the dhatu governing rule, as far as the conclusion of the third 
adhyaya. So then, even when the adesas of la have been effected, sya and 
the rest, being antarmiga (having few conditions), in fact are applicable. 
For in that rule the sense of agent etc. is not resorted to, as having the 
nature of sarvadhatuka or qualification of the meaning, by (any) word. 
However, syan and the rest, because of their nature of (having to resort to 
or) depend on that (qualification agent), are bahirmiga (requiring more 
operations). And it is essential that this be assented to, 'when the adesas of 
la have been effected, sya and the rest are effected'. Otherwise, how could 
there be an implied rule!jiiapaka for this meaning, 'the accent of a 
vikaraTJa, by reason of the ordaining anudatta for a sarvadhatuka 
substitute of la following tasz, bars the accent of the sarvadhatuka adesa 
of la'? 

2.43.9 Pra. lavasthayam iti 
For if, 'when a la follows tasi is effected, and afterwards the sarvadhatuka 
pratyaya', then applies the (varttika 9 on 6.1.158) satisi$tatvtit (la sarva
dhatukasya udattatve) 'because of the comparatively superior strength of a 
subsequent acute, replacing the one previous in the process of the 
formation of a word, udatta obtains in the place of the anudattta accent on 
the substitute of sarvadhatuka adda of la'. 

The jfiapaka (implied rule) that the rule is for the purpose of an 
anudatta accent, which has not obtained (yet by rule) would not then be 
acceptable. However, those who say 'because of the bahiranga nature of 
the tides as of la when there is ekavakyata (being a single sentence) 
(applicable for the sentence ordaining addas of la) and further by reason 
of the connection with the section (ordaining) atmanepada and 
parasmaipada together with ordaining of number as well as because of the 
antaranga nature, it is in fact in the context of la; and (so finally) because 
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of ordaining for each pada, sya and the rest are applicable. It is not 
established by those people that the previously spoken of meaning as a 
jfiapaka is applicable for the ordaining of anudatta for the sarvadhatuka 
adesa of a la which follows after tasi.' 

43.10 sibbahula111leti //311/3411 

sibutsargas chandasi II 1 II 

sibutsargas chandasi kartavyaf:t II 

Pii{lini 3.1.34: Sip diversely acts as pratyaya after a dhatu in the 
presence of let (pratyaya signifying the Vedic subjunctive). 

Viirttika 1: Sip should be ordained as a general pratyaya m 
chandaslveda. 

Bhaua: Sip should be made applicable as a general pratyaya in the 
chandas. 

sanadyante ne~atvady artha/:t 11211 

sanadyante ca kartavya/:t I kirrt prayojanam I ne~atvady arthaf:t I 
indro nastena ne~atu I ga vo ne~tat II 

Viirttika 2: Because of the occurence of the words ne~atu (let him 
lead) and the rest (sip is also applicable) in (the context of) san and 
the rest. 

Bhii$ya: And (sip) should be effected in the context of the governing 
satra sanadyanta dhatavah 3.1.32. "Words ending with the pratyaya 
san and the rest are called dhatus". What is the purpose? For the sake 
of (the verbal forms) ne~atu and the rest. And Indra nas tena ne~atu 
"Let Indra lead us by that (path etc.)" (ni-s(ip)-(s) a (p)-tu(lot) ga vo 
ne~tat "May he lead your cows". 

43.16 prakrtyantaratvat siddham 11311 

prakrtyantaratvat sidham etat I prakrtyantararrz ne~ati/:t I 
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V iirttika 3: (This is) established because of being different from the 
base. 

Bhiisya: This is established because of being different from the base 
ne~ati ((Cl. 1. P.) to moisten, sprinkle (M. W.) but (dhatu patha (le~r 
617) gatau "He goes" is a different base.) 

43.18 ne~atu ne~taditi darsanat 11411 

ne~atu ne~taditi drsyate II 
43.20 atha kim artha/:z pakara/:z I svararthah I anudattau suppitau 

(3.1.4) ity e~a svaro yatha syat II 

Viirttika 4: Because of seeing (the forms) ne~atu and ne~tat, it is 
established that it is a different base (in use in the language). 

Bhiisya: (The forms) ne~atu and ne~tat are seen (in the literature). 
Now what is the purpose of the letter p? For the sake of accent. So 
that this (anudatta/grave) accent be applicable by the sutra 
"anudattau sup pitau" 3.1.4 ("A sup pratyaya and a pratyaya with an 
indicatory p is anudatta"). 

43.22 pitkara(lanarthakyam canackatvat 11511 

pitkara(lam canarthakam I kim kara(lam I anackatvat I 
anacko 'yam tatra nartha/:z svararthena pakare(lanubandhena II 
iti vrte sacko bhavi~yati I 

Viirttika 5: The producing of an indicatory p is pointless because of 
the pratyaya not having a vowel. 

Bhiisya: The producing of an indicatory p is pointless. What is the 
reason? Because sip is (in fact) without a vowel. Being without a 
vowel, the indicatory letter p with which it is endowed, is not for the 
purpose of accent. When (the augment) it is formed (then) it will 
become possessed of a vowel. 

44.1 ito 'nudattartham iti cedagamanudattatvat siddham 11611 
agamanudattatveneto 'nudattatvam bhavi~yati II evam tarhi 
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Viirttika 6: If the purpose is anudatta for the it agama (augment) then 
anudatta (accent) is already established because of (the statement) 
anudatta for the augment. 

Bhiif}ya: By reason of the statement about anudatta!grave accent for 
agamas!augments. the agama it will be anudatta. Well then this 
should be prescribed as sap. 

44.3 kim pryojanam I yadava yasiszstha/:t I ekajlaksm;a itpratisedho 
ma bhaditi I kvayam akara/:t sruyate II na kvacic chrayate 
lopo 'sya bhavisyaty ato lopa ardhadhatuka iti I yadi na kvacic 
chruyate nartha/:t svararthena pakarel)anubandhena evam api 
kartavya eva I kim prayojanam I anudattasya lopo yatha syad 
udattasya ma bhaditi I kim ca syat I udattanivrttisvara/:t 
prasajyeta I I 

What is the purpose? As when (it is said) here ava yasiszstha/:t Sgveda 
4.1.4 "Avert/put far away (from us the wrath of the divine VarUJ;a)". 
So that there should not be prohibition of it agama (due to being) 
characterised by a single vowel. Where is the letter a heard? Nowhere 
is it heard. There will be applicable lopa elision of that by "ato lopa/:t 
6.4.48 (ardhadhatuke)" ("Lopa acts in the place of the final short a of 
an anga (base) in the presence of an ardhadhatuka pratyaya".) If it is 
not heard anywhere, then there is no point in the indicatory letter p for 
the purpose of indicating accent. Even so it should not be effected. 
What is the purpose? So that there should be lopa elision of that 
which has an anudattalgrave accent and there should not be elision of 
that having an udatta (acute) accent. And what would be (the 
significance of that)? An accent which is caused by anudattasya ca 
yatrodattalopa/:t 6.1.161 (udattah) ("In place of an anudatta (grave 
accent) udatta (acute) accent acts when on account of it the preceding 
udatta is lopa elided.") 

2.44.8sibbahulam chandasi l)it 11711 

sibbahulam chandasi l)idvaktavya/:t I savita dharmam savisat I 
pra l)a ayumsi tarisat I I 
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Viirtikka 7: Diversely in the chandas/veda sip has an indicatory TJ. 

Bhii$ya: It should be stated that diversely in the chandas sip has an 
indicatory TJ. 

Notes on MahiiBhilfiya on PlliJini 3.1.34 

Viirttika Summary 
The first states sip is an utsarga pratyaya. Due to the occurrence of ne$atu 
etc. The second says sip is inferred to also be applicable in the context of 
san etc. The third says this is valid because of being different from the 
base ne$ati etc. as contrasted to the forms ne$ttit etc. seen in use, pointed 
out in the fourth. The sixth states that it p is pointless because of the actual 
pratyaya s(ip) having no vowel. Moreover, the seventh points out, if it is 
claimed the purpose is anudtttta for the agama, that has already been 
stated. Lastly the seventh varttika points out that diversely sip also has an 
it 1J in the Chandas. 

Bhii(iya Summary 
Pataiijali provides the examples from the Veda for the second varttika and 
provides the different base referred to in the third. Introducing the fourth 
he points out it p would signify anudatta for the pratyaya by 3.1.4.He 
introduces the sixth by suggesting it could be for anudatta augment. 
Instead he then proposes sap instead of sip, although the a will in fact be 
lopa by 6.4.48. The purpose, he reveals on the sixth, is so there be lopa of 
that having anudatta vowel, so that 6.1.161 does not apply. Finally he 
provides the example from the Veda for the last varttika. 

2.43.11 sibbahulam I sibutsarga iti I 
Pra 0 Without having mentioned any following cause/condition s-ip is to 
be ordained after a dhtttu in the class of san and the rest. Therefore, when 
there is the technical name dhtttu for that ending in that (sip), the forms 
ne$atu etc. are established as valid. After the word nr (to lead) when sip 
follows and gu1Ja is effected when lot (imperative also) follows the form 
ne$ata is derived. 
14 sanadyante ca kartavya/:t I 
c.f. sanadyanta dhtttava/:t 3.1.32 
16 prakrtyantaratvad iti I This is established because of being different 
from the base. Because of the reading in the Dhtttu Patha of }e$r 6.16 1Je$r 
6.17 e$r 6.18 pre$r 6.19 gatau in the sense of going, the general pratyaya 
is not to be effected (here) in the sense of 'he leads'. However, the 
meanings 'put far away from' ava yasisT$thtt/:t etc. are to be effected in 
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fact. 
19 nesatu nestad iti drsyate I 
nesatu nestad iti Let him lead, may he lead. 
Udy. drsyate iti bhasye patha/:t I lake 'prti sesaf:t I This is read in the 
Bhasya, 'in popular usage' is required to complete the sense. The form 
nestad is a scribal error. 

2.44.2 sabayam iti I 

Well then this (should be presented as) sap. 
The sense is that just as among the pratyayas san and the rest, so here in 
fact there is optionlva. 

2.44.3 yad ava yasisrsthti iti I 
As when (it is said) 'A vert/put far away (from the wrath of V arul)a)'. 

Dhatu ya to go, preceded by upasarga ava followed by sap = lifi 

(optative) madhyama purusalsecond person, e.g. atmane. With s-ut and 
sr-yut as augments, it becomes the augment of that beginning with the 
augment slcyut because of the miga ending in sap having more than one 
vowel. c.f. ekaca upadese 'nudattat 7.2.10 (na it) 

If however, sip is effected, then it is essential that the letter i be 
explained as for the purpose of pronunciation. Otherwise it would be heard. 
Then (in that context), because of the dhatu ending in sip, having only one 
vowel, prohibition of it augment would be applicable. But surely, that 
dhatu here which is anudatta in an original teaching (namely) the word ya 
(dhatu, to go) does not have an ardhadhatuka pratyaya after it, because of 
being separated by sip. And that, after which, ending in sip, there is an 
ardhadhatuka pratyaya, is not anudatta in an upadesa? Well then, when 
san and the rest are parts (of mig as) having the name dhatu, because of the 
satra sanadyanta dhatavaf:t (for so the meaning was explained) then there 
is the possibility of the prohibition of it augment, because of the mention 
by reference to yati (to go), as having sip forming part of yati. When, also 
by reason of resorting to sthanivad bhava the satra is rejected, then by 
being sthanivat, prohibition of augment it, in fact obtains, due to the 
anudatta single voweled (dhtitu) being heard. 

2.44.3 ita pratisedho 
ekaca upadese 'nudattat 7.2.10 
The augment it is not added to that pratyaya which is connected to a dhatu 

in (the Dhatu Patha) upadesa of one vowel and anudatta accent. 

2.44.4 ato lopa ardhadhatuke 
ato lopa 6.4.48 (ardhadhatuke) 

"The a at the end of an migalstem is lopalelided before a ardha
dhatuka pratyaya." 
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2.44.6 anudattas teti I 
"(So that there should be lopa elision) of that which has anudatta." 

Without resorting to the next satra dhato/:t ( 6.1.162 'A dhatu has udatta 
accent on the end syllable') this was stated. Otherwise this (comment) of 
the Bha:fya is a resort to the reading of this very example. 

2.44.6 udattasyeti I 
"(so that) there should not be (elision) of that having udatta accent." 

Due to the udatta accent on the a of the word sa, with either pratyaya or 
dhatu accent, when there is anudatta for the sarvadhatuka substitute of la, 
(due to being so in the upade§a and being sarvadhatuka because of 
chandasi ubhayatha 3.4.117), the accent causing cessation of udtltta 

would become applicable for at augment. However, when there is present 
the letter p, anudatta only is applicable (3.1.4). And because of the force 
of the it letter p alone, the dhatu accent is not applicable, for the letter a of 
the word sa or because of the reading in this place/example. However, the 
word ya (to go) in fact is not applicable. That which is anudatta because if 
tin natina/:t 8.1.28. 
"A finite verb is anudatta when a word precedes it which is not a finite 
verb", is prohibited by nipatair yayadi 8.1.30, "the finite verb retains its 
accent in connection with the particles yat, yadi, etc." 

2.44. 7 udattanivrtisvara/:t I I 
anudattasya ca yatrodattalopa/:t 6.1.161 
In place of an anudatta vowel there is udatta when on account of it the 
preceding udatta is elided. 

2.44.9 ~Jidvaktavya/:t I 
"It should be stated sip has an it fl." 

aco ii~Jiti 7.2.115 "Before pratyayas having an indicatory ii or 1J vrddhi 
acts as the ade§a for the final vowel of the anga." 
savi:jat iti I "(Savitr) created or set in motion (dharma)." 
There is anudatta for the word ava by tin codattavat 8.1.71 "A gati 
becomes anudatta when followed by an unaccented finite verb." This is 
the form of dhatu sa to impel when let (Vedic subjunctive) follows. 
tari:jat iti I "May he extend" (This is the subjunctive of t'f/tarati (to cross 
over)). 

44.10 kaspratyayad-am-amantre Ziti //3//11/35// 

kas graha!Je cakasa upasarrzkhyanam I I 1 I I 
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kasgraha7;e cakasa upasamkhyanam kartavyam I cakasam
cakara II na kartavyam I cakaspratyayaditi vak$yami I cakas
graha1Je kasa upasamkhyanam kartavyam I kasamcakre I 
satram ca bhidyate II yathanyasamevastu I nanu coktam 
kasgraha7;e cakasa 

44.15 upasamkhyanam iti I nai$a do$ a/; I 

Pii,t;tini 3.1.35: The pratyaya am acts after the dhatu kas (to cough) 
and those dhatus that are formed by pratyayas (derivative verbs san, 
and the rest) in the presence of lit except in the mantra/veda. 

V ii.rttika 1: When there is mention of kas (there should be) additional 
enumeration (of the form) cakasa. 

Bhaua: Additional enumeration should be made of the form cakasa 
(as taking the pratyaya am), as cakasamcakara "He shone". It should 
not be made. I shall state, "after cakas and the dhatus formed by 
pratyayas (acts am)". When cakas is mentioned additional 
enumeration should be made of kas (as followed by am). And the 
satra is split i.e. is changed. Let the satra be as written. But surely it 
was stated when kas was mentioned, 'additional enumeration of cakas 
(as followed by am)'. 

44.15 cakassabde kassabdo 'sti tatra kaspratyayad ity eva siddhaml 
na sidhyati I kim kara7;am I arthavata/:l kassabdasya graha1;am 
na ca cakassabde kassabdo 'rthavan II evam tarhi kasy 
aneka-ca iti vaktavyam I kim prayojanam I culumpady artham I 
culumpamcakara daridramcakara II 

This is not a fault. When the word cakas is present there is the word 
kas (also present). So in fact, "after kas and that formed by a 
pratyaya" is established. It is not established. What is the reason? The 
mention of the word kas having meaning (is intended), and (when we 
say) "when the word cakas (is present) there is the word kas", kas 
does not have meaning. Well then it should be stated that "when kas 
and a dhatu having more than one vowel (is present am acts)". What 
is the purpose? (For other examples of dhatus not formed from 
pratyayas taking am). For the sake of culumpa and the rest 
culumpamcakara "He fondles a child or calf'. daridramcakara "He 
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was in need or became poor". 

Notes on MahiiBhii!!jya on PiiTJini 3.1.35 

Viirttika Summary 
As well as mentioning kas, the form cakas should be enumerated, as 
followed by am. 

Bii!!jya Summary 
Patafijali having given the derived form cakasarrtcakara and discussed 
alternatives to the varttika, rejects stating cakas instead of kas because of 
the included kas not being meaningful and proposes replacing 'pratyayad' 
in the sutra by the words 'after a dhatu having more than one vowel'. 

kaspratyaya I 
Surely here the mention of pratyaya is pointless. Having ordained am 
generally by a division of the sutra 'am amantre Ziti', I could explain the 
mention of kas as for the purpose of restriction. If it is said that "due to 
being established 'when ending in a pratyaya' because of kas (example 
only) as the example after a dhatu sought in the Dhatu Patha", that is not 
so because of the purpose of mentioning ending in a pratyaya-formed 
dhatu for those 'having more than one vowel'. Therefore, after ka and the 
rest in the sense of conduct formed with kvip, am does not act. And this is 
hinted at in haradatta's bookl: "And do not let that ending in a pratyaya 
and having one vowel in fact be (applicable) because when it is 
established, by mention of kvip only, the pointlessness of mentioning 
pratyaya is cogent". And because of happening to conflict with Bha!fya's 
usage gopayaticakara etc. 

44.19 ijiides ca gurumato 7nrccha/J /1311/36// 

44.20 gurumata amvidhane lil:znimittat prati!}edhaf:t II 1 II 

gurumata amvidhane li!Jnimittat prati!}edho vaktavyaf:t I iye!}a 
uvo!}a I gu!Je krte ijades ca gurumato '!Jrccha ity amprapnoti II 
gurumad vacanam idanzm kim artham syat I 

PiiiJini 3.1.36: The pratyaya am acts when lit follows after a dhatu 

1 Padamafijari on Kasikavrtti. 
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beginning with an ik (i, u, r, /) vowel and having a prosodial 
heavy/guru vowel, excepting the dhatu rcch (to go). 

Vlirttika 1: When am is ordained after a dhatu with a prosodially 
heavy vowel caused by lit (perfect) pratyaya itself, there is prohibition 
(of am). 

Bhli$ya: It should be stated that there is prohibition (of am) when am 
is ordained after a dhatu with a prosodially heavy syllable caused by 
lit (pratyaya itself). As iye.$a "He desired" (from i.$ icchayam) uvo.$a 
"He burnt" (from U$ dahe). When gw;a has been effected (by puganta 
laghupadhasya ca 7.3.86) ("Gu7Ja acts in place of a short penultimate 
vowel of a dhatu that ends in a single consonant and for ik vowels of 
the causative sterns which take the augment p-uk (7.3.86) in the 
presence of a sarvadhatuka or an ardhadhatuka pratyaya"), am 
obtains after the dhatu rcch beginning with an ik vowel and having a 
prosodially heavy syllable. What now should be the purpose of the 
expression "having a prosodially heavy syllable"? 

45.1 gurumadvacanam kim artham iti ce7J 7Jalyuttame yajadi
prati.$edhartham 11211 

gurumadvacanam kim artham iti ce7J 7Jalyuttame yajadrnam ma 
bhad iti I iyajaham uvapaham I 

Vlirttika 2: If (it is asked) what is the point of the expression "having 
a heavy syllable" (the answer is) it is for the purpose of prohibiting 
(am) for yaj and the rest when the first person singular substitute 7Jal 
follows. 

Bhli$ya: If it is said 'what is the purpose of saying "having a heavy 
syllable"?', then (the answer is that) it is so that (am) should not be 
applicable for yaj and the rest when the first person singular/7Jal 
uttama pratyaya adesa follows. (As) iyajaham "I worshipped", 
uvapaham "I sowed or scattered seeds". 

45.5 upadesavacanat siddham 11311 

upadese gurumata iti vaktavyam II yady upadesagraha7Ja1J1 
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kriyata uccheram vaktavyab I vyuccharn cakareti II 

Viirttika 3: (This is) established because of expression in an original 
teachinglupadesa. 

Bhii$ya: It should be stated that "after a dhatu having a prosodially 
heavy syllable in the original teaching, if a specific mention of the 
original teaching is made, it should be stated that am acts after (the 
dhatu) ucch-i ( vivase banishment, ufiche gleaning)". vyuccham cakara 
"He was banished" or "shone forth". 

85.7 rcchiprati$edho jfiapaka uccherambhavasya 11411 

yad ayam anrccha iti prati$edharn sasti taj jfiapayaty acaryas 
tugnimitta yasya gurumatta bhavati tasmad am iti II sa tarhi 
jfiapakartha 

45.10 rcchiprati$edho vaktavyab I nanu cavasyarrz prapty artho 'pi 
vaktavyab I narthab prapty arthena I rcchatyrtam (7.4.11) ity 
rccher Ziti gUT;avacanarn jfiapakarrz na rccher lityam bhavatlti I 

Viirttika 4: The prohibition of rcch-i is ajnapaka (implied rule), that 
for ucch~i there should be the pratyaya tim. 

Bhii$ya: The fact that the master teaches prohibition by the statement 
'not after rcch' makes known that am acts after that dhatu whose 
heavy syllable is caused by the tuk augment (by the che ca 6.1.73 
"Augment t acts (as augment) of a preceding short vowel also when 
ch follows (in uninterrupted speech)"). Then it should be stated "the 
prohibition of rcchi-i is for making a jfiapaka (implied rule)". The 
mention of rcch in the rule is meant not only for jfiapaka but also for 
its own sake. rcch must just be liable for am then only prohibition is 
possible. The mention of rcch is to indicate prapti (obtainment) of am 
after rcch itself. And surely it is essential (to show) application (of am 
after rccha) also. No purpose is served by mentioning it for the 
application (of am after it). Because of the sutra "rcchavrtam" 7.4.11 
("Gu!Ja acts for the vowel of rcch, r and dhatus ending in long r"), in 
place of the vowel rcchi-i. The express mention of 'gu!Ja (for the 
initial vowel) when lit (perfect) follows', indicates that there is an 
implied rule/ jfiapaka that am is not applicable after rcchati. 
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45.11 naitad asti jfiapakam I artyartham etat syat I katham punar 
rccher Ziti gm;a ucyamano 'rtyarthab sakyo vijfiatum I 
samarthyat I rcchir Ziti nastlti krtva prakrtyartham vijfiayate I 
tad yatha I ti.$tater it (7.4.5) jighrater (6) va iti cwii 
ti.$tatijighratl na sta iti krtva prakrtyartham vijfiayate II 

This is not an implied rule/jnapaka. The rule is for the sake of dhatu r 
(with adda/sub-stitute rcch). But how is it possible to know that 'the 
statement of gm;a for rcchi is for the sake of (the original dhatu) r? 
By force of (specific statement). The (substitute) rcch-i (in place of 
the original r) does not occur when lit follows (because it has not an 
indicatory s). Having formed (this conclusion) it is known that (the 
rule) is for the sake of the original (dhatu r). As for example having 
formed the conclusion that substitutes ti.$thati and jighrati do not 
occur when cw; (reduplicated aorist of a causative stem follows) 
(from the observation of their presence in the sturas) 'ti.$thater-it' 
7.4.5 ("When in the presence of TJi (causative) followed by can, short i 
is the adesa of the penultimate of the dhatu stha" (in the form sthap 
7.3.36 e.g. ati.$thipat) and 'jighrater-va' 7.4.6. ("Optionally when in 
the presence of TJi followed by caTJ, i is the adesa in place of the 
penultimate of the dhatu ghra" (in the form ghrap 7.3.36 e.g. 
ajighripat); it is known that (the satras) are for the sake of the original 
dhatus stha and ghra. 

45.15 kim punar arter Ziti gu~Javacane prayojanam I aratub arub etad 
rapam yatha syat I kim puna!; kara~Jam na sidhyati I dvirvacane 
krte savar7Jadtrghatve ca yadi tavad dhatugraha~Jena gra
haTJam fktirtintanam Ziti gUTJO bhavatui guTJe krte raparatve Ca 
aratub arurity etad rapam prasajyeta I athabhyasagraha7Jena 
graha7Jam uratvam raparatvam haladise.$0 'ta adeb (7.4.70) iti 
dtrghatvam atob lopa iti ca (6.4.64) ity akaralopab atub ur iti 
vacanam eva srayeta I 

But again what is the purpose in stating guTJa for the dhatu r ( = arti) 
when in the presence of lit (perfect)? So that these forms aratub. 
"They both went" arub "They (all) went" should be applicable. But 
again what is the reason (guTJa) is not established (here)? When the 
dual is effected and there is lengthening of the homogeneous vowel 
(here a), if (a can be) taken/understood by the mention of the dhatu, 
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there is gw;a; (that) mention is the (cause of) gw;a for all dhatus 
ending in r when lit follows, and when gw;a has been effected and r 
following effected (by ura7J raparah 1.1.51), the forms aratul; and 
arul; would be applicable. Now, if a is understood by the mention of 
abhyasa (reduplicted syllable, which is prefixed), (there is) mention of 
(the rule) 'ur-at' 7.4.66 ("Short a acts in place of the short or long r of 
the reduplicated syllable") for that having the characteristic of having 
a r following (by ura7Jraparal; 1.1.51. "In place of r (short or long) a7J 
(= a i u) having an r following" and mention) of the rule 'haladil; 
se$a/;' 7.4.60 ("of the consonants of the reduplicative syllable, only 
the first is retained, the remainder are lopa elided"), and (mention of 
the sutra) "ata adel;" (7.4.70 "A long vowel acts as adesa of the 
initial a of a reduplicated syllable in the perfect/lit") and of (the satra) 
ato lopa iti ca 6.4.64. "Lopa acts in place of the final a (of a dhatu in 
the presence of an ardhadhatuka pratyaya with the agama it, as well 
as when it begins with a vowel and has an indicatory k or it", 
(asamyogatlitkit 1.2.5) so that the expressions which actually would 
be heard are atul; ('they both go') and ul; ('they go'). 

2.45.20 gu1Je puna/; sati gu1Je raparatve ca dvir vacanam 
haladise$o 'ta ader iti dr:rghatvam tatal; siddham bhavati 
yathatatul; atur iti II kim puna/; kara7Ja7fl savar7:tadr:rghatvam 
tavad bhavati na punar uratvam I paratvad uratvena 
bhavitavyam I antaraitgatvtit I antaraitgam savar7:tadr:rghatvam 
bahiraitgam uratvam I kantaraitgata I var7Javasritya 
savar7Jadzrghatvam aitgasyoratvam I uratvam apy antaraitgam 
I katham I 

But when there is gu7Ja present, (then) when gu1Ja is effected (r 
becomes a) and also a following r (is added by 1.1.51); (there is) 
reduplication (by ajader dvitr:yasya 6.1.2); lopa elision of the 
non-initial consonants in the reduplicate (by haladil; se$a/; 7.4.60) and 
a long vowel in place of the initial short a of the reduplicated syllable 
in the perfect (by ata adel; 7.4.70), so that then it becomes established 
(as a valid form): as for example atatul; "They both wandered about 
(as religious mendicants)", atul; "They (all) wandered about". What is 
the reason there is just lengthening (of the reduplicated syllable a) but 
not (application of the satra) ur-at 7.4.66 (a in place of r or r)? 
Because of being a letter sutra, 'in place of r or r a' should be 
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applicable. Because of being antarmiga (more inner/less operations), 
lengthening should be applicable. Lengthening in place of two 
homogeneous ak (a i u r t) vowels!savar~a dzrghatva is antaraizga. A 
in place of r or rlurat-tva is bahiraizga (more outer/having more 
operations). What is the nature of antaraizga (here)? Having resorted 
to two letters or sounds, (only) the long homogeneous (sound is the 
one ak for the one before and the one after), (but) ur-at-tva (takes 
place) for an aizga('s final letter). Urattva is also antaraizga. How? 

45.25 vak$yaty etat pragabhyasavikarebhyo 'izgadhikara iti I ubhayor 
antaraizgayo/:l paratvad uratvam I uratve krte raparatvarrz hala
dise$0 'ta ader iti dzrghatvarrz parasya rapasya ya~adda/:l 

46.1 siddharrz bhavaty aratu/:l arur iti II athapi katharrz cid arter Ziti 
gu~enartha/:l syat I evam api na do$a/:l! rcchatyttam ity 
rkaro 'py atra nirdisyate I katham/ prasli$tanirddo 'yam I 
rcchati r rtam rcchatyrtam iti II 

Patafijali will say this "prag-abhyasa vikarebhyo 'izgadhikara/:l" on 
6.4.1. "The governing satra aizgasya (forms a base) or has its scope of 
application as far as "atra lopo 'bhyasasya" 7.4.58. (Therefore urat 
7.4.66 is not an aizga rule). For both there is the nature of being 
antaraizga; so because of being subsequent urat rule prevails. When 
uratva has been effected there is a following rlraparatva (and) "all 
non-initial consonants of the reduplicated syllable are lopa"/haladi/:l 
Se$a/:l 7.4.60. There is a long vowel in place of the initial a of a 
reduplicate and the semivowel is the substitute (for the vowel) of the 
form of that following (the reduplicated syllable), (so the forms) 
aratul; ("They both went") and arul; ("They went") are established (as 
valid). 

Now even somehow the purpose of the satra is gu~a for arti 
(dhatu r to go) when lit (perfect) pratyaya follows, even so there is no 
fault. Here (in the satra) rcchatyttam 7.4.11 ("Gu~a acts in the perfect 
of rcch, r and dhatus ending in long r") the letter r (short) is also 
mentioned. How? This is indication of a coalescent (vowel) i.e. r + r = 
r rcchati-r-rt-am (is formed from) rcchati (to go) r (to go) and of 
those dhatus ending in long r. 

46.3 ihapi tarhi prapnoti cakratul; cakrur iti I samyogadi- graha~arrz 

niyamartharrz bhavi$yati/ sarrzyogader evakevalasya nanyasya-
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kevalasyetill 
46.5 tad etad antarn;tirter Ziti gw;avacanam rapam siddham 

antare!Ja carcchigrahalJ,am arter Ziti gulJ,a/:t siddha/:t I sa 
e$0 'nanytirtha rcchiprati$edho vaktavya uccher vtimvakta
vya/:t II ubhayam na vaktavyam I upadesagrahaJJam na kar
i$yate I kasmtin na bhavati iye$a UVO$a I 

Then here also in (the forms) cakr-atu/:t and cakr-u/:t the mention of 
"beginning with a conjunct consonant" (by rtas ca samyogtider guJJa/:t 
7.4.10 "Gu!Ja acts for a dhtitu ending in a short rand beginning with a 
conjunct consonant, in the presence of lit (perfect)", will be for the 
purpose of a restriction. (GuJJa) only for that dhtitu which begins with 
a conjunct consonant not (thus) having a vowel on its own, nor any 
other dhtitu on its own (without a conjunct consonant). That 
expression of gu!Ja for arti (dhatu r) when lit follows is established 
without mention of arti and without reference to or mention of 
(substitute) rcch. It is established that there is gu!Ja of arti in the 
presence of lit. This prohibition of rcchi, which has no other purpose, 
should he stated or it should be stated that there is pratyaya tim for 
dhtitu ucch-i. Neither should be stated. Specific mention of 'original 
teaching/upadesa' (i.e. dhatu ptitha) will not be made. Why is it not 
applicable to iye$a "He desired" and UVO$a "He burnt"? 

46.8 uktam vti 11511 

kim uktam I samnipatalak$a1Jo vidhir animittam tad vightita
syeti II 

Viirttika 5: Or (the reply) was stated (before). 

Bhiifjya: What was stated? (Pari. 85 P.1.1.39, Vti. 3) "(That which is 
taught in) a rule (the application of) which is occasioned by the 
combination (of two things), does not become the cause of the 
destruction of that combination" (i.e. iye$a and uvo$a become 
gurumat but this does not occasion tim). 
46.10 urlJ,otes copasamkhytinam 11611 

ur!Jotes copasamkhytinam kartavyam I pror!Juntiva II na vak
tavyam I 
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V ii.rttika 6: There should be additional enumeration (of the prohibition 
of am) after the dhatu un;ulun:w-ti. 

Bhii$ya: Additional enumeration (of prohibition of am) after un;o-ti 
should be made. (The proper form is) pron;unava "He covered". It 
should not be stated. 

46.12 vacya an:wr flUvadbhavo yaizprasiddhi/:l prayojanam I amas ca 
prati~edhartham ekacascecjupagrahat II athavokaro 'py atra 
nirdisyate I katham avibhaktiko nirdesa/:l I anrccha u anrccho 
dayayasas ca ( 3.1.37) iti II 

Sloka V ii.rttika: It should be stated that urflu should be treated like 
dhatu flU (to praise) so that yaiz (intensive pratyaya) is established as 
valid; also for the prohibition of am pratyaya, and (further) having 
one vowel like flU (there will be) prohibition of it (agama). 

Bhii.sya: Or otherwise the letter u is also mentioned here. How? There 
is indication without a vibhaktilcase ending. So ... anrccha 3.1.36 + u 
(becomes by sandhi when the satras are considered as in sarrzhita), 
anrccho dayayasas ca (3.1.37) (V.M. om.). (So that the satras mean ... 
"not after rcch, and a dhatu ending in u", "After the dhatus daya (to 
give, protect and go) and as (to sit) there acts the pratyaya am when 
lit (perfect) follows".) 

Notes on MahiiBhiif}ya on PiitJini 3.1.36 

V iirttika Summary 
The first is a prohibition of am when the guru vowel is caused by lit. The 
second explains the reason for 'gurumato' is to prohibit am for yaj etc., 
when TJal uttama (first) person follows. The third says the satra is 
established by stating 'in an upadda/Dhatu Patha'. The fourth states that 
the very prohibition of am after rcch is an implied rule 'after ucch-i, also 
having the augment tuk, there should be am'. The fifth returns to the first 
and says this has already been stated (in Va. 3 on 1.1.39). The sixth simply 
states am should also not act after arTJu. Finally the sloka varttika says 
arlJU should be treated like nu so that yaiz is established and so that am and 
it agama are prohibited. 
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Bhii!fya Summary 
Pataiijali having given the examples iyesa etc. explains how the guru 
vowel is effected by 7.3.86. On the second he simply gives the necessary 
examples, and similarly with the third. In discussing the fourth, having 
explained the jiiapaka by reference to tuk by 6.1.73, he concludes after 
long debate that rcch also would obtain am, since 7.4.11 is not a jiiapaka 
for that referring tor with adesa rcch etc., that neither prohibition of rcchi 
should be stated nor am be stated for ucchi because all has already been 
stated. On the fifth varttika he explains what was stated, namely: That rule 
which is occasioned by the combination of two things does not become the 
cause of the destruction of that. On the sixth he provides the examples and 
then says it need not be stated, because of the sloka varttika (?) Finally an 
alternative solution to the varttika is given to deal with the exception an:zu, 
so that an u without case ending is in the satra, so that it means 'not after 
rcch or an u-ending dhatu'. 

Pra. 'ijadel:t I UVO$eti' I "He burnt." 
But surely here, by virtue of the option, m U$avidajagr

bhyo 'nyatarasyam 3.1.38 "The pratyaya am optionally acts after U$ (to 
burn), vid (to know), andjagr (to wake) when lit follows", so am should 
be applicable. Here they say ... because of the absence of gu7:za in the dual 
and the plural and the absence of a prosodically heavy vowel, option has 
scope of application, because of which, where there is a heavy vowel there 
invariablylnitya am obtains. "When there is a conflict of rules of equal 
force the subsequent prevails" (applies here) and not having resorted to the 
nature of the strength of a rule, states expressly the words for which it is 
meant, namely a pratipadika vidhi. The example was given by the 
Bha$yakara because there, when option in fact is resorted to, it will be 
applicable. This does not have to be mentioned here. 

2.44.21 gu7:ze krte I 
'pugantalaghupadhasya ca' 7.3.86 

Pra. 2.44.22 'gurumadvacanam iti' II 
(What is the purpose of) the expression 'having a heavy syllable'. 

The sense is that here also when lengthening of two savar7:za vowels· has 
been effected, as i$atu/:t+Z$u/:t (they two desired+they all desired) because 
of then having a prosodially heavy syllable, everywhere after an 
ik-beginning dhatu with a heavy syllable, am should be applied. Because 
of the force of expressing 'having a heavy syllable', he will resort to the 
(statement) 'for that dhatu having a heavy syllable in the context (only) of 
the upadda!Dhatu Patha'. 

2.45.2 'yajadrnarrz' II (am should not be applicable for yaj and the 
rest). 
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c.f. lityabhyasasyobhaye:p::tm 6.1.17 "There is a samprasara~alvocalisation 
of the semivowel of the reduplicate ( abhyasa) of both." 
vacyadi (6.1.15) grahyadi (6.116) (vacisvapiyajadrnam kiti) 

Pra. 2.45.4 upadesavacanad iti II 
"(Established) because of being expressed in an original teaching." 

By vacana is intended 'explanation' otherwise, when there is rejection by 
one rule of another rule which quality would be applicable? Therefore, 
when there is a nitya rule because of resorting to matup when in the 
situation of the original teaching, the meaning is he will resort to 'having a 
heavy syllable (as condition)'. 

2.45.7 ucheritill 
For dhatu ucchi (there should be am). Dhatu ucchi vivase in sense of 
banishment, because of a heavy vowel not being read (the long vowel is to 
indicate it never takes augment it when kta of past participle passive 
follows (7.2.14). 

2.45.8 'tugnimita' II am acts after that dhatu whose heavy syllable is 
caused by tuk augment. 
Pra. che ca 6.1.73 
The implication by the mentioning of tuk is that all augments therefore, 
are excluded. Here iii kham cakara 'He went', is applicable as valid. 

2.45.9 jfiapakartha 
"for making an implied rule." 

The mention of rcch in the rule is meant not only as ajfiapaka but also for 
its own sake. 8cch must first be liable for am, then only prohibition is 
possible. So, the mention of rcch is to indicate prati obtainment of am 
after rcch itself. 

2.45.10 'praptyarthe 'prti' II The meaning is that it is for the obtainment 
of prohibition. 
rccher Ziti gu~avacanam I 'In place of the vowel of rcchi the express 
mention of gu~a (for the initial vowel when lit follows)', rcchi dhatu not 
having a light vowel in the penultimate would not have received gu~a by 
'pugantalaghapaghasya ca' 7.3.86 
If guva will be applicable because of the rule even if am intervenes, then 
'when present' by tasminn iti nirdiste 1.1.66 this would be barred. 
Therefore, it is known (by jfiapaka) that by the enjoining of gu~a there is 
absence in fact of am. 
"By force of (specific statement we know gu~a is for dhatu r)." The 
meaning of this is dhatu r (gati prapanayol:z 'to get and attain', 936) when 
tip and sup follow, then rccha is the adesa by 7.3.78, not the rcch without 
an adda. 
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2.45.13'nastrti' I 'rcchir liti' 
(The substitute rcchi) does not occur in place of r when lit follows. 

The absence of that adesa rccha (which occurs when its follows) is when 
the perfect follows. 
paghradhmasthamnadandrsyarti sartisadasadarrz pibajighradhamati:ftha
manayacchapasyarcchadhaufryasrda/:t 7.3.78In the presence of a heavy 
syllable an indicatory s (sap etc. present character vikarm;as) the 
following substitutes take place. piba for pa, jighra for ghra, dhama for 
dhma, ti$tha for stha, mana for ma, yaccha for daiJ, pasya for drsa, rccha 
for r, dhau for sr, srya for sad, srd for sad. 

2.45.13 'ti:)thater iti' II 
"(When IJi is followed by ca7J, i is ade§a of penultimate of stha (to 
stand)." 

The conclusion of this is that adesas do not occur when reduplicated aorist 
(caiJ) follows because of their presence in this satra. The meaning is that 
here too when a pratyaya with an it s follows stha, having effected the 
adesa ti:ftha in its place (some) indication has been made. There, 'by 
reason of that form', (indicates) the word stha alone is understood (as 
having ade§a before san). 

2.45.16 'dvirvacana iti' I 
"When the dual is effected ... (lengthening of homogeneous vowel)." 

Due to the yali substituted by reason of the (exceptional) prior rule 
prevailing when two of equal force are in conflict, the doubling is then 
effected. For so, when the rule 'being like the sthanin!original' applies, 
even for two yaiJ adesa (applies) invariably when the dual is being pressed, 
so the conflict (of rules of equal force) is regular. Or else, just like 
ni-nyata/:t (they both lead), here should have yaiJ ade§a because dual is 
prior, in fact yali does not operate, so here too when doubling has been 
effected, lengthening of the savar7Ja vowel must apply. Yali either does 
not operate, or when yali is present, because of its being like the original, 
there is doubling. When that has been effected there, because of its being 
subsequent to yan, the substitute rule 'savar7Ja lengthening' (is applied). 

2.45.16 'yadi tavad iti' II 
If (a can be understood) just (by the mention of the dhatu there is 
gu7Ja and that mention is cause of guiJa) for all dhatus ending in r 
when lit follows. 

The sense is that because of the condition of the one adesa being like the 
last of the prior and the first of the subsequent, (antadivacca 6.1.85) 
because of the designation/stratagem of 'either way' (option) for both the 
ade§as and because of being like the original/ sthanin ... 

2.45.16 rkarantanarrzliti gu1Jo I rcchatyatam 7.4.11 
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'There is gu7Ja in the perfect for rcch, r, and dhatus ending in long r.' 
raparatve I When r following applies ... 
ura7J raparaf:z 1.1.51 "In place of r or r there is a i or u with r 
following." 

2.45.18'uratvam' II urat 7.4.66 
ata ar (1.1.51) is adda in place of r orr of a reduplicate. 
'haladisesa/:t' I 7.4.60 of the consonants of the reduplicate only the first is 
retained, the rest are lopa/elided. 

2.45.20 'gu7Je krte I pugantalaghpadhasya ca' 7.3.86 

2.45.21 'savar7Jadr:rghatvam II aka/:t savar7Je dzrgha/:l' 6.1.101 
When a simple vowel (a i u r [) is followed by a homogeneous vowel, the 
corresponding long vowel is the one adda for both prior and subsequent. 

2.45.23 'antarmigatvad iti' II 
"Because of being antaraliga (having less operations), (lengthening 
should not be applicable)." 

This statement that 'a rule relating to an aliga is stronger than when a 
letter rule', however, is (really) only applicable in the sphere where what 
relates to aliga and what relates to letters have the same resort/locus, just 
as instrument!karaka (may refer to) a collection. Gu7Ja and vrddhi are 
applicable because of the yali substitute. Here however, resorting to lit 
(perfect) there is short a by 'ur-at' followed by r. However, (with) resort 
to two letters, lengthening of the savar7Ja vowel applies. This is, when the 
two rules have different 'resorts' /loci. 

2.45.25 'aligadhikara' 
pragamyasavikarebhymigadhikara 6.4.1 
bhasya I See text for translation. 

46.1 'athaprti' I 
Now even (when the purpose is gu7Ja for r when lit follows there is 
no fault). 

The sense is, that the aliga governing rule operates until the end of the 
seventh adhyaya so that vavras ca etc. depending on that are established 
as valid. 
Uddyota: Here samprasara7Ja of r and ur-at are effected when for it a 
subsequent cause points to it as aliga so that then would be prohibition of 
samprasara7Ja by 'na samprasara7Je samprasara7Jam' 6.1.37 but being 
like the sthanin is established as valid. 

2.46.2 rkaro 'prti I 
The letter r is also (mentioned). 
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The sense is because of the indication of plural (in the satra). 

24.6.3 'ihapui' I 
Then here also (in cakratu/:l ... mention of beginning with a consonant 
will be for restriction). 

The sense is (the mention of) r being because of the existence of tadanta 
rules mentioning letters. 
sm:zyogadigrahm:zam II rtus ca samyogader gw:za/:l 7.4.10 'A dhatu ending 
in short r and preceded by a conjunct consonant receives gu7:za in the 
perfect.' 

2.46.4 samyogader iti I akevalasya I 
"Gu7:za only for that dhatu which begins with a conjunct consonant 
not thus having a vowel on its own." 

The meaning is for that together with another letter. And after that dhatu 
only the mention stands (applicable). 

2.46.5 'sa e:ja iti' I 
"This prohibition of rcchi ... should be stated)." 

The meaning is for the sake of a prosodically heavy dhatu which is the 
cause of the agama. By resorting to the paryudasalprohibition 'exception' 
an-rcca, am is applicable after uchi because of the mention implied in 
relation to a dhatu 'like that (i.e. rccha). Otherwise, although by reason of 
the ordaining of gu7:za, am is not applicable after rcchi is known (to be so), 
still the prohibition an-rccha by reason of the possibility of its ordaining, 
is producing a jfiapaka applicable for the purpose spoken of. 

2.46.6 upadesagraha7:zam iti 
"(Neither should be stated.) (There is) specific mention of original 
teaching." 

The meaning is gurumata/:l is matup (with sense of having) being the basis 
for all having that nature as possessed of a heavy syllable; as for example, 
'pitrman' means 'having a father'. However, this is not an invariable rule, 
so he will explain. 

2 .46.9 sannipatalak:jaiJa iti I 
That taught in a rule, the application of which is occasioned by 
combination (of two things does not become the cause of destruction 
of that combination). 

Lit 'is the cause of the combination', i.e. (requiring) gu7:za does not become 
the cause of am causing the destruction of that combination: ye:ja and 
uvo:ja, through gurumat do not take am. 

2.46.9 na va sannipatalak:jaiJO vidhir animittam tadvidyatasya 1.1.39 va 
3 
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2.46.10 un;oter iti I 
(Additional enumeration of prohibition of am) after un:wti. 

The meaning is a prohibition. 

2.46.13 ekacas ceq upagrahat II 
(Ymi is valid) having one vowel (like nu there will be prohibition of it 
(agama). 

dhator ekaco halade/:l kriya samabhihare yan 3.1.22 
sryukal:t phiti 7.2.11 
The augment it is not added to a pratyaya with an indicatory k when it acts 
after the dhatu or after a single syllable dhatu ending in u or a, r, r in the 
Dhatu Patha. 

2.46.14 ukaropfti I 
Or otherwise the letter 'u' (is mentioned here) whereby am is not 
applicable for un:wti ending in u. (When siltras considered in 
samhita) 

2.46.15 anuccho dayayasas ceti I 
anrccha + u becomes anrccho. He shows the form of reciting one sutra 
with samhita (operating). 

46.16 U$avidajagrbhyo -'nyatara syiim //3/1/3811 

vider amkit Ill// 

vider amkid vaktayal; I vida711cakara II na vaktavyal; I vidir a
karantal; I yady akaranto vettui gu7Jo na sidhyati I litsa1J1-
niyogena I evam api vivedeti na sidhyati I 

46.20 eva711 tarhy amsa711niyogena II 

Pm;tini 3.1.38: Pratyaya am optionally acts after the dhatus u~ (to 
burn) vid (to know) andjagr (to wake) when lit (perfect) follows. 

Viirttika 1: Am having an indicatory k acts after dhatu (vid). 
Bhii$ya: It should be stated that that am having an indicatory k acts 
after vid. vidam cakara "He knew". It should not be stated. (The 
dhatu) vid ends in the letter a (in the satra). If it ends with the letter a 
then the form vetti is not possible to be established with gufla (of the 
penultimate vowel). {Then) in conjunction with lit (perfect, this 
should be stated). So also viveda "He knew", is not possible to be 
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established. Well then, (only) in conjunction with the pratyaya am 
(vid ends in a). 

46.21 bharadvajryaJ; patanti/ vider amkinnipatanad va gw;atvam 
iti/1 

The followers of Bharadvaja read: "Kit am acts after vid or (treating 
forms like vidaficakara etc.) as (an irregular form), absence of gw;a 
(is justified)." 

Notes on MahiiBhii$ya on Piil}ini 3.1.38 

V iirttika Summary 
After the dhatu vid, am should be considered as having an it k. 

Bhii$ya Summary 
Having given the derived form, Patafijali rejects the varttika since 
prevention of gu"(la is prevented by vid-a ending in a in conjunction with 
am. Followers of Bharadvaja give another solution to accept the varttika 

or regarding absence of gu"(la as justified by treating the forms as 
nipt'ltanas. 

46.18 kidvaktavya/:t 

(Vid) should be stated as having a k (so preventing gu"(la or vrddhi by 
kiti ca 1.1.5 (iko gu"(lavrddhz na)). 

upavida I vidir akarananta iti I Dhatu vid ends in a (in the satra). 

The sense is the nature of ending in a as (the characteristic) of dhatu vid in 
the satra is laid down as an irregular form. Another, having thought, 'in 
fact in the Dhatu Patha vid ends in a and by reason of that or (this form) 
of vid is stated', he says yadi iti (it ends in a ... ) 

46.19 gu"(le na sidhyatrti I 
"(The form ve-tti) is not possible to be established with gu"(la." 

The meaning is that, because of the absence of the letter i (of vid) having 
the nature of being penultimate, and because of the absence of lopa elision 
of the final a, the form vidati would be derived. 

46.20 amsanniyogeneti I 

(Well then only) in conjunction with am (does vid end in a). 
The meaning is by reason of the principle nature of am, because of being 
non-ordained (as a pratyaya which is principal in relation to the 
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subordinate prakrti, its succession (is valid) after vid ending in a). 

46.22 bhihribhrhuvlilfl sluvacca 113/1/39/1 

sluvadatidde kim prayojanaml 

PiiQini 3.1.39: The pratyaya am acts optionally after the dhatu bh-f 
(to fear), hrf (to be ashamed), bhr (to nourish) and hu (to sacrifice) in 
the presence of lit; and when am is pratyaya the effect is as if there 
were slu elision (and the dhatus belonged to the juhvadi ga"(la, even 
for the purpose of lit ardhadhatuka pratyaya). 

Bhii$ya: What is the purpose of the extended application being like 
slu? 

47.1 sluvadatidese prayojanam dvitvetve II 111 

bibharam cakarall 

V lirttika 1: The purpose of the extended application of the rule as 
"being like slu" is for the sake of reduplication and the adesa 
(substitute) i (in the reduplicate). 

Bhii$ya: (For example) bibharamcakara "He carried (the burden)". 

Notes on MahiiBhli[jya on PlitJini 3.1.39 

The purpose of the extended application/ sluvat is for reduplication and 
ade§a i. 

Bhlif}ya Summary 
Patafijali simply provides the example, bibhraramcakara. 

2.47.1 bhr hrr I stuvad atidesa iti I 
The purpose of the extended application of the rule as 'being like slu ... 
He asks this: Reduplication has to in fact be ordained anyway (because 
class 3), what is the point of the extended application? By 'na lumata
ngasya 1.1.63' "For that miga whose pratyaya has been elided by the use 
of words containing lu (namely lu-k slu and lup), the operations dependent 
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on it, do not take place regarding such a base." This being elision by luk 

slu, prohibition of gw:za is not applicable. This is prohibition of the 
obtainment from the satra 'pratyaya lopa pratyayalakf}aJ:la' and that 
obtainment is not applicable here. 

2.27.2 bibharaf!lcakara II 
He carried. 

slau 6.1.10 "For a non-reduplicate dhatu, there is reduplication in the 
presence of slu (vikaraJ:la pratyaya)." 

bhrfiamit 7.4.76 "Short i acts in place of the vowel of the reduplicates of 
the dhatus bhrfi (ma~:t and a-han) in the presence of slu vikara~:ta. 

2.47.3krftctinuprayujyate Ziti //311/4011 

kim artham idam ucyate I anuprayogo yatha syat I naitad asti 
prayojanam I amantam avyaktapadarthakam tenaparisama
pto 'rtha iti krtvanuprayogo bhavi~yati II ata uttaram patati I 

PtiQini 3.1.40: After a dhatu ending in am pratyaya, the dhatu kr (to 
do) is joined in the presence of the lit (pratyaya for the perfect). 

Bhti$ya: Why is this said? So that there should be subsequent use (of 
an auxiliary verb). This is not the purpose. That which ends in the 
pratyaya am is with an inarticulate word-meaning and so the meaning 
not being fully completed, there will be subsequent use (of an 
auxiliary verb). Hence he next recites what follows: 

47.6 krfio 'nuprayogavacanam astibhuprati$edhartham 111/1 

krfio 'nuprayogavacanam kriyate 'stibhuprati$edhartham I 
astibhuvor anuprayogo ma bhad iti II 

Vtirttika 1: The stating of krfi (as being for) subsequent use (as an 
auxiliary verb) is for the purpose of prohibiting as-ti (to be) and bha 
(to become). 

Bhti$ya: The stating of krfi (as for) subsequent use (as an auxiliary 
verb) is for the purpose of prohibiting as-ti (to be) and bha (to 
become), (in that capacity), so that there should not be additional use 
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of asti and bha (as auxiliary verbs). 

47.9 atmanepadavidhyartharrz ca 11211 

47.10 atmanepadavidhyartharrz ca krfio 'nuprayogavacanarrz kriyate I 
atmanepadarrz yatha syat II ucyamane 'py etasminn avasyam 
atmanepadartho yatnal; kartavyal; II astibhuprati$edharthena 
capi nartha}; I 

Viirttika 2: And for the purpose of a rule ordaining atmanepada 
pratyayas. 

Bhii$ya: The stating of additional use (as an auxiliary verb) for the 
dhatu krfi is also made for the sake of the rule ordaining atmanepada 
pratyayas. Even when this is being (here) stated, still effort has to be 
made specifically for the purpose of (obtaining) atmanepada 
(endings) by am pratyayavat krfio 'nuprayogasya 1.3.63 "Like the 
dhatu which takes am pratyaya (if the dhatu be conjugated with 
atmanepada endings) so for the dhatu kr (to do) when joined there as 
auxiliary, the terminations are atmanepada (even when the fruit does 
not accrue to the agent)". But the purpose is also not for the 
prohibition of asti and bha (as auxiliary verbs). 

47.13 i$tal; sarvanuprayogal; 11311 

sarve$am eva krbhvastfnam anuprayoga i$yate I kim i$yata 
47.15 evahosvit prapnoty api i$yate ca prapnoti ca I katham I krfi iti 

naitad dhatugraha7Jam I kim tarhi I pratyaharagraha7Jam I kva 
sarrznivi$tanarrz pratyaharal; I krbhvastiyoga ity atal; prabhrtya 
krfio fiakarat II 

Viirttika 3: It is desired that there be subsequent use (as auxiliary 
verbs) for all (three). 

Bhaua: Subsequent use (as auxiliaries) is desired for all (three) kr, 
bha and asti. It is desired or does it in fact also obtain? It is desired 
and it obtains. How? This krfi is not just a mention of (the one) dhatu. 
What then? It is reference to a pratyahara. Where is (formed) the 
pratyahara (drawing together) of those contained in it? From the sutra 
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krbhvastiyoge 5.4.50 onwards up to the letter fi of krfio 5.4.58. 

47.18 sarvanuprayoga iti ced asi.$yam arthabhavat 11411 

sarvanuprayoga iti ced a.Si.$YaTJ1 krfio 'nuprayogavacanam I kil!l 
karm;am I 

47.20 arthabhavat I amantam avyaktapadarthakal!l tenaparisama
pto 'rtha iti krtvanuprayogo bhavi.$yati II idal!l tarhi prayoja
nal!l krbhvastfnam evanuprayogo yatha syat pacadfnaYfl ma 
bhad iti I etad api nasti prayojanam I 

Viirttika 4: If (we accept the statement of additional usage) of all (as 
auxiliaries), (the statement of subsequent usage) need not be taught 
because (the word ending in am) has no meaning. 

Bhii$ya: If (it is said) 'additional use of all (three dhatus as 
auxiliaries)', the expressing of additional us of krfi (as auxiliary), is a 
thing necessary to teach. What is the reason? Because the meaning is 
absent. The word ending in am has an inarticulate meaning, so the 
meaning is incomplete; there will then be applicable subsequent use 
(of auxiliaries). This then is the purpose so that there should be 
subsequent use (as auxiliaries) of kr, bha and asti only and not of pac 
(to cook) and the rest. This too is no purpose. 

47.23 arthabhavac canyasya 11511 

arthabhavac canyasya siddham I krbhvastayal; kriyasamanya
vacinal; kriyavi.Se.$avacinal; pacadayo 

48.1 na ca samanyavacinor eva vi.Se.$avacinor eva va prayogo 
bhavati I tatra vise.$avacina utpattil; samanyavacino 'nu
prayok.$yante II 

Viirttika 5: Due to the other (dhatus) being without meaning. 

Bhii$ya: Due to the other (dhatus) being without meaning, this 
non-applicability of other dhatus is established. Kr, bha, asti express a 
general or common activity; pac and the rest express a particular/ 
special activity. And the usage (in the language) is not only of 
(dhatus) expressing general (action) nor only of those expressing 
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particular (action). There, (where the forms are derived from a dhatu 
expressing particular action), the dhatus expressing general (action) 
will be employed after, in addition (as auxiliary verbs). 

48.3 litparartham va 11611 

litparartham tarhi krfio 'nuprayogavacanam kriyate I 
48.5 litparasyaivanuprayogo yatha syad anyaparasya ma bhad iti II 

kim parasya puna/:z prapnoti I latparasya I na latparasyanupra
yoger:za bhatakalo vise$itaf:z syat II 

Viirttika 6: Or else it is for the sake of (when) lit (perfect) follows. 

Bhii[iya: Then it is for the sake of (when) lit follows that the stating of 
the additional use of krfi (as auxiliary) is made; so that the additional 
use should be only for that which has lit following, and should not be 
applicable for that having any other pratyaya following. But for what 
(other pratyaya) following does it obtain? For a following lat 
(present). Past time would not be specified by means of subsequent 
use of that, having lat following. 

48.6 ni${t1parasya tarhi ma bhad iti I na ni$tt1parasyanuprayoger:za 
puru$opagrahau vise$itau syatam I lunparasya tarhi ma bhat I 
na lunparasyanuprayoger:zanadyatano bhatakalo vise$itab syat I 
lanparasya tarhi ma bhat I na lanparasyanuprayoger:zanady
atanal:z parok$al:z kala vise$ita/:z syat II 

Then so that it should not be applicable for that having a ni$tha (i.e. 
past participle passive kta and past participle active k-tavat-u) 
following. The persons and voice/pada of a dhatu would not be 
specified by the additional use (of auxiliaries) for that having ni$tha 
following. Then, so that it should not be applicable for that having lun 
(aorist) following. The past-time not of the present day would not be 
specified by the additional use (of auxiliaries) for that having lun 
following. Then so that it should not be applicable for that having lan 
(imperfect) following. The time not of the present day and beyond the 
sight (of the speaker, i.e. completed action in the remote past), would 
not be distinguished by the additional use (of auxiliaries) for that 
having lan following. 
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48.10 ayam tarhi bhute parok$e 'nadyatane Zanvidhr:yate hasasvator 
Zan ca (3.2.116) iti tatparasya ma bhad iti I etad api nasti 
prayojanam I ekasya akrtescarital; prayogo dvitlyasyas 
trtr:yasyas ca na bhavati I tad yatha I go$U svamyasve$u ceti I 
na ca bhavati go$U casvanam ca svamui II 

Well then this Zan is ordained in the sense of past time not of the 
present day and beyond the sight of the speaker (by the satra) 
"hasasvatorZan ca 3.2.116" ("The pratyaya Zan acts after a dhatu 
when the particles ha and sasvat are connected with it and when the 
dhatu denotes past action unperceived by the speaker and before 
commencement of the present day"); thus (stating of additional use is) 
so that it should not be applicable for that having Zan following (under 
those conditions). This also is not the purpose. Usage ascertained for 
one form is not applicable for a second or a third. As for example 
go$U svamyasve$U ca The lord of the cows and the horses; and so (the 
same rule) is not applicable. (here): go$u casvanam ca svamr: "He is 
lord of the cows and the horses". 

48.14 arthasamapter vanuprayogo na syat 11711 

48.15 arthasamaptes tarhy anuprayogo na syat I amantena pari
samapto 'rtha iti krtvanuprayogo na syat II etad api nasti 
prayojanam I idanr:m eva hy uktam amantam avyakta
padarthakam tenaparisamapto 'rtha iti krtvanuprayogo bhavi
$yatrti!l 

Viirttika 7: Or else because of the meaning being completely 
accomplished there would not be additional use (of auxiliaries). 

Bhiifiya: Then because of the meaning being completely accomplished 
there would be no additional use (of auxiliaries); having made (the 
statement) 'the meaning is completed by ending in the pratyaya am'. 
For now in fact having made (the statement) 'the meaning was not 
completed by that' because it was stated that 'since that which ends in 
am has an inarticulate meaning'; additional use (of auxiliaries) will be 
applicable. 

48.20 viparyasanivrtyartham va 11811 
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48.19 viparyasanivrtyartharn tarhi kriio 'nuprayogavacanarn kriyate I 
48.20 zharn cakre I cakra zham iti ma bhat II 

V lirttika 8: Or else it is for the purpose of preventing interchange. 

Bhli[iya: Then the expression of additional use of auxiliaries is made 
to prevent inversion of the order (or auxiliaries) zharncakre "He 
endeavoured to obtain". So that cakra zham should not be applicable. 

48.21 vyavahitanivrtyartharn ca 11911 

vyavahitanivrtyartharn ca kriio 'nuprayogavacanarn kriyatel 
anveva canuprayogo yatha syat I zharncakre I vyavahitasya ma 
bhat II zharn devadattas cakra iti II 

V lirttika 9: And for the purpose of preventing being placed 
apart/ separated. 

Bhli[iya: The stating of additional use (of auxiliaries) is also made for 
the sake of krii being prevented from being separated (from the main 
dhatu); so that the additional use should only take place immediately 
after only as zharncakre; so that (additional use) should not be 
applicable for (dhatu and auxiliary being) separated (as) zharn 
devadattas cakre ("Devadatta endeavoured to obtain"). 

48.24 iti srzbhagavatpataiijaliviracitarn vyakara]Jamahabha~ye tr
tlyadhyayasya prathame pade trtzyamahnikam II 

Thus (ends) the third Ahnika in the first pada of the third adhyaya in 
Vyakara7Ja Mahabha(fya composed by the blessed master Pataiijali. 

Notes on MahiiBhiif;ya on PiiJJini 3.1.40 

V iirttika Summary 
The first states that the specific mention of kr is for the purpose of 
prohibiting as and bha being auxiliary verbs. The second adds it is also for 
iitmanepada. The third counters the first by saying it is desired that all 
three be auxiliaries. Due to am having no meaning, the fourth states, the 
statement of additional usage need not be taught. Moreover other dhiitus 
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are not applicable because of not having (general) meaning, the fifth 
explains. The sixth suggests another possible reason for krii etc., namely 
that it only applies when lit follows. Another view is presented in the 
seventh, that it would not be applicable because the meaning has been 
completely expressed. The eighth homes in on the real purpose, namely to 
prevent interchange, and the ninth states also for preventing dhatu and 
auxiliary being separated. 

Bhii!fya Summary 
Patafijali introduces by explaining that since am has an inarticulate 
meaning, so that the meaning is not completely expressed, subsequent use 
of an auxiliary is necessary. On the second he explains 1.3.63 is also 
needed for atmanepada. Then on the third he explains krfi as a pratyahara 
of all three 5.4.50-58: The fourth he says, implies the purpose is so that the 
three are auxiliaries and not pac etc. On the fifth he explains the 
distinction between the former expressing general activity and the latter 
particular activity. Hence the former may be used after the latter. The 
implication of the sixth is that some other like lat obtain is not possible, 
because of not expressing past time. Similarly ni$tha, lun, and Zan are 
shown not to obtain, nor even Zan under the conditions of 3.2.116. Usage 
ascertained for one form is not applicable for another. Contrary to the 
statement in the seventh varttika he says that since am has inarticulate 
meaning additional use of auxiliaries will be applicable. On the eighth he 
states it is to prevent inversion of iha!Jl cakre etc. Finally the purpose is so 
there be not additional use for the dhatu and auxiliary being separated. 

2.47.4 krficanu I kim artham iti I 
"And krfi is used ... Why is this said?" 

Even without beginning the si:Ura, the subsequent usage (of auxiliaries) is 
established as valid, having taught time, instruments for accomplishing the 
action, number, backward direction etc. (it is applicable) fot krfi having lit 
(perfect) following. For after that ending in am a particular time is to be 
obtained/insisted on, but not another meaning. There, the subsequent 
usage (of an auxiliary) will not be applicable for a dhatu of the same 
meaning (as) O$amu-VO$a (He heated). Because of all meaning being 
manifest by the subsequent (dhatu) alone, there is the possibility of that 
ending in am being meaningless. Nor (is it) even (possible) for that having 
a different meaning (as !ham, papaca 'He endeavoured to obtain, He 
cooked'). Because of not (even understanding) sadhanalinstrument for 
accomplish- ing the action as connected with that ending in am. However, 
krfi expresses general (activity). The sense is that also the usage of 
expressing general and special (activities) is congenial to understanding a 
distinction of meaning (between the dhatu and its auxiliary). 

Pra. on 2.47.4 anuprayoga iti I 
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(So that there should be) subsequent use (of an auxiliary). 
The sense is that, although all meaning is not manifest (after) that ending 
in am, still because of the force of usage etc., it will be so (therefore) that 
this should be stated for the purpose of establishing as valid subsequent 
uses (of an auxiliary). 

2.47.4 amantam iti I 
"That which ends in am (has an inarticulate word meaning)." 

The sense is that, because of the force of usage etc. for the meanings 
previously stated, ascertainment is not possible, so for the purpose of 
expressing that meaning, the subsequent use (of an auxiliary) is 
established as valid. 

2.47.6 kr iti va. 1 
To show this restriction, so that subsequent usage be for kr!karoti only, 
and should not be for bhu and as he states (Va. 1) krfio etc. 

2.47.9 atmanepadeti IVa 2 
(And for the purpose of a rule ordaining) atmanepada pratyayas. 

The meaning is that when subsequent usage of krfi is established as valid, 
repetition is for the purpose of the subsequent usage of that having 
extremely similar qualities, therefore karoti is used as an auxiliary only for 
that ending in am, ending in atmanepada and for an atmanepada base; 
thus the sutra: 

2.47.11 ampratyayavatkrno 'nuprayogasya (3.1.63) 
"Like the dhatu that takes am pratyaya, if the dhatu take atmanepada 
so that this is true of kr when joined as an auxiliary. It also is 
atmanepada (even if fruit does not accrue to the agent)." (This sutra) 
is not to be effected/produced. 

2.47.11 avasyam iti I 
"It is essential (effort has to be made for obtaining atmanepada)." 

The sense is that, because of the meaning of agent being understood even 
by parasmaipada endings, the subsequent usage would be for (a dhatu 
ending in that (parasmaipada). 

2.47.15 pratyaharagrahaflam iti I 
"It is a reference to a pratyahara." 

And this is known because the mention of krfi here in the sutra "arrz 
pratyayavat krfio 'nu-prayoge' 1.3.69 (see previous note) is for the 
purpose of as and bhu ceasing to be applicable. And the verb sam-pad will 
not be applicable as an auxiliary verb because of a conflict of meaning 
(with kr bhu and as having the general meaning of activity), (in spite of it 
coming within the province of the pratyahara beginning with krii and 
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ending with fi). 

2.47.17 krno fiakarat I 
'Thus the pratyahara is formed beginning with kr and ending with 
fi." 

krbhvastiyoge sampadyakartari cvi (5.4.50) to krfio dvitzyatrtzyasamba
bzjat kn;au (5.4.58) 

2.47.19 asi~yam iti I Vao 4 
"(Subsequent usage) need not be taught because the word ending in am 

has no meaning." 
It is not even used for preventing of usage of vidyati (to exist/be). Due to 
the enumeration of all these used and to not seeing use of it as an auxiliary 
(in the language). 

2.48.1 na ceti I Va. 5 
"And (the usage is) not (only of dhatus expressing generalisation in 
or only of those expressing action)." 

The sense is, because of the absence of usage of two (verbs) having the 
same meaning. And for the purpose of showing the general customs/usage, 
it was stated 'because of expressing general (activity)'. However, there is 
not ordaining of am after kr, bha and as expressing general (activity). A 
qualifying word is not able to illuminate/make visible the meaning as 
expressing general (activity). On the contrary, by the rejection of another 
qualification it is ( obstructing)/inimical to that meaning. 

2.48.4 latparasyeti IVa. 6 
"(For what other pratyaya does that it obtain?) For a following lat." 

The sense is, because of the teaching of the qualification bhata 'past tense' 
in connection with that ending in am. Having resorted to the present ... 
though in place of the past, and having past as the preceding/prior, the 
usage of lat should be applicable. 

2.48.5 na lat parasyeti I 
"(Past time would not be specified by means of subsequent use) for that 

having lat following." 
Because of the subsequent use of an auxiliary having the purpose of 
manifesting the meaning of that ending in am, and that having lat 
expressing the present, which is a conflicting time, will not be used 
subsequently as an auxiliary. 

2.48.11 ekasya iti I 
"(Usage ascertained) for one form (is not applicable for a second)." 

This principal is well known in the Veda and the popular usage. For as 
when there are the instruments for accomplishing the action 'He ties it to 
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the khadira tree' or 'He ties it to the palasa tree' etc. are optional, so that 
with whatever means/instrument the action is undertaken, with that very 
one it is accomplished. There (in that context), if sometime there is 
tottering or failure of the khadira tree then the barbura which is like that, 
and because of similarity, thinking of it as khadira, it is put in its place/ 
substituted; but the palasa tree is not taken hold of (grasped) on both sides. 
By reason of a difference in instruments of the action, (and) because of the 
different nature of the action, there is the possibility of not accomplishing 
the action undertaken. 

2.48.11 ekasya iti I 
Also in the worldly (usage), when to teach the state of 'wealth 
/possessions' and 'cord of possessions/wealth' the sixth case is had 
recourse to/treated of (in the example) 

Pradzpa: 32.7 prayojye kartari iti! 
"(Sixth case does not obtain) in the sense of agent to be prompted or 
compelled." 
tasya pradhanyaditi bhava/:ll The sense is because of its not being 
principal kartrkaraJJayostrtzya 2.3 .18 ( anabhihite) would be applicable. 

Pradzpa: abhi:javayatrtil He causes him to press out (the soma). 
JJyarthasyopasargo vise:jaka iti bhavaf:t/ The sense is that the upasarga is a 
(qualifying or) attribute of the meaning of JJi. 

Pradzpa: 32.11 ete:jam eveti! 
"For these (dhatus) alone (not ending in JJi that which is agent in the 
non-causal state has karman applicable in the causal when JJi follows)." 
JJyarthasya pradhanyat tenepsitatamasya prayojanasya siddha karma
samjfial na ca svavyapara 'pek:jaya svatanyatparatvat kartrsamjfia 
prapnotrti yuktam vaktuml prayojyaparasya pradhanyat pradhana 
pradhanavyaparasamnidhau ca pradhananimittasya karyasya yuktatvatl 
niyamena tu pradhanaprayuktakaryaJJyavrttau gu!Janimittakarya
saddhavat kartrtvam bhavateva tad uktam hariJJtil guJJakriyam svatanyat 
pre:ja!Je karmatam gataf:tl niyamat karmasamjfiaya/:l svadharmeJJa
bhidhzyate II iti 3.7.127 
"The technical name karman is established as valid for that prompted 
which is most desired to be obtained; therefore because of the meaning of 
JJiC being principal. And further it is not proper to say that the technical 
name agent obtains, because of 'independence' being subsequent with 
regard to its own activity . 
. .. Because of the activity of that to be pwmpted being non-principal and 
because of the non-suitability of the effect as cause of the principal in 
presence of the activity of the principal and the non-principal. However, 
when by a restriction there is turning away from the principal used 
operation and because of the existence of an operation which is a 
subordinate cause, agentship is in fact applicable (i.e. valid)." 
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That was stated by Bhartrhari: 
"The agent who becomes the object of the act of prompting is called by his 
own characteristic (agent), because he retains his independence with 
regard to his own minor or subordinate action and also because of the 
restriction ofthe name (karman) (to special cases)." 

Pradrpa: 32.13 nasav iti/ 
"That (person) is not (impelled by saying go to the village)." 
gramafz prakrtyarthasya karma na tu T;yarthasyety arthabl 
The meaning is that village is the object/karman of the meaning of the 
pralqti but not of the meaning of TJi. 
Nagesa: This is essential by reason of the sakarmakaltransitive nature of 
the dhatu gam, because of it expecting a karman and because of the 
expectation of a karman for that having the meaning of T;i being quietened 
by reason of the object (being that) to be prompted. 

Pradr:pa: 32.14 sadhanavisistam iti/ 
"(One impelled to do an action) which is distinguished by a karaka." 
grama karmakam gamanakriya prayojyafz presyati- prapnotyarthab/ 
The meaning is that 'That one to be prompted impels the action of going 
to the village, which it has as its object' obtains. 
sa ca presyate prapyate/ 

London 
U.K. 
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